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Pictures in News

Chinese publishers went online
on rights deals amid epidemic
疫情阻不断热情 中国出版社数字参展开拓版贸
By Qu Jingfan

W

ith the coronavirus epidemic raging through
the world, many cultural events and book
fairs including the Frankfurt Book Fair have
been held online, bringing huge challenges to publishers
around the globe. In order to continue rights trade,
Chinese and foreign publishers kept in touch through
Zoom, email, video calls, WeChat, and other online
communications to promote exchanges of idea and
cooperation.
Although ways of communication have shifted from
face-to-face to online, the industry standard practices of
preparing materials for the author and the book, translating
demos and contacting the foreign publishers and rights
agents have been moving forward as usual. In addition
to their long-term partners, publishers were also trying to
reach out to new overseas publishers through rights agents
and cultural institutions. Some publishers have adjusted
their publishing mechanism to better adapt to the digital
new normal, for example, Sichuan Xinhua Wenxuan
Publishing and Media Cmpany incorporated the export of
digital copyrights into the assessment system, and by doing
so promoted the rights licensing of original books.
The brand-new digital Frankfurt Book Fair has
sparked the enthusiasm of Chinese publishers. Sichuan
People's Publishing House introduced and published
100 Small Scientific Experiments more than 20 years ago
from the Ravensburg Publishing House in Germany,
which has been selling well for 20 years. The publishing
house hopes to find new potential bestsellers in the Fair.
It also bought the rights to Face the Ice: Merkel's Decade of
Germany in 2013, and the Chinese edition reprinted four
times since 2015, bringing good profit to the publisher.
Therefore, the publisher also hopes to find suitable
political books at FBF.
The various imprints of Zhejiang Publishing Group
hope to use the book fair to find rights to children’s,
popular science, literature, design and photography
books that meet the needs of domestic readers. In
terms of the rights export, the company has also made
considerable progress. The global English rights to three
books from the China Big Scientific Facilities Publishing
Project series have been sold to the Springer Nature
Publishing Group from Germany. The English rights of
other seven titles from the same series and the German
rights to four other titles have been sold to De Gruyter
Publishing Group. These titles were due for publication
in the first half of 2021. Zhejiang Science and
Technology Publishing House sold the rights to medical
books such as Plastic Surgery to Springer, and then sold
the English rights to Multidisciplinary Design Optimization
Theory and Its Application in Large Depth Manned
Submersibles, which was launched on SpringerLink in
August and included in Springer's Marine Engineering and
Oceanography series.

In the category of social science, literature and art,
the Commercial Press sold the global English rights to
The Toilet Revolution in Contemporary China to Springer
in April. It also hopes to find classic and new quality
titles in humanities and social sciences. Shanghai Yiwen
Press hopes to find works in the field of literature and
social science, paying special attention to famous
masterpieces and classics. Beijing Century Culture
Company hopes to find some social science classics
and picture books for adult readers. Shanghai People's
Fine Arts Publishing House hopes to discover more
German art books. Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting
Publishing House wants to learn about titles on the
history of Chinese art by foreign scholars.
Children's books have always been the popular
genre in Chinese and German rights trade. 21st Century
Publishing House, and the Children's publishing imprint
of Shanghai Century Group hope to find high-quality
children's books at the book fair. In addition to the
import, 21st Century Publishing House also hopes to
use the export of the German rights to Cao Wenxuan's
picture book Summer as an opportunity to carry out a
project of picture book publication, with story written
by Cao Wenxuan and illustrated by German artist.
Currently Cao Wenxuan has finished his new story
and the work was translated to German and awaits for
a talented German artist. When the rest of the work is
done, the new picture book will be published in China
and Germany simultaneously, and publishers from the
two countries will start a joint effort in promoting the
rights licensing to more countries.
Matthese & Seitz Publishing House in Germany
has launched the Asian Publishing Project in the last two
years. It publishes six titles translated from Chinese or
about China each year to help more German readers
understand Chinese culture, to get rid of doubts and
worries about Chinese culture, and to fight agianst
the skepticism and prejudice of China. In addition to
publishing high-quality academic content from China,
De Gruyter Publishing Group also shares mutual
market insights and analyses with Chinese partners
and establishes market connections to achieve better
cooperation and a win-win result.
Despite the various convenience of online
communications, both Chinese and foreign publishers
expressed their preference in offline face-to-face
contacts because they are more efficient and accurate.
"If you only attend video conferences, you will lose
the fun of going to the book fair and the excitement of
meeting a good book by chance." Other publishers say
that if this (online book fair) continues, there is a risk
that inter-state contacts will be disrupted, which will
bring the worst result with de-globalization.
(translated by Xiao Jianpeng)

East China Normal University Press’ newly setup “Daxia steamer group” was launched in April
this year. Their over 50 livestreaming events on
Taobao, JD.com, Bilibili and other platforms in the
past three months have given them great popularity.
Each of their livestreaming event receives around
ten thousand thumbs-up on Taobao alone. Under
the background of influencer economy, this has
become an innovative way for many Chinese
publishing houses to explore "online + content",
enhancing the publishing brand's long-term user
gaining and content operation capability.
(By Sun Jue)

Since March,
brick-and-mortar bookstores
across China
have been experimenting the
home delivery
of books. Before
March, China's
life service platform Meituan
has a list of nearly a thousand
bookstores in
150 cities across
the country. The figure rose about 204% in the two
months since the launch of "physical bookstores
into Meituan" project. In June, a number of publishing houses also started to sell books on vendors. Picture showing Jiangxi Fine Arts Publishing
House selling books at the 699 Cultural and Creative Park in Nanchang City.
(By Wen Peiying)

On August 12, the Shanghai Book Fair
held the 2019 "The Most Beautiful Book"
Award Ceremony, in which 25 titles stand out
and represented China in this year’s "World’s
Most Beautiful Book Award" held in Leipzig,
Germany. In the end, Viewing - Philosophy
of Habitat designed by Nanjing designer Pan
Yanrong and published by Shanghai Ancient
Book Publishing House, won the bronze medal.
This is the 21st award won by Chinese books in
the arena of the "World’s Most Beautiful Book"
competition.
(By Mu Hongzhi)
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Data from China Publishing and Media Journal:

Book retail rebounded in the first half of 2020
By Wen Dong

商报·奥示数据显示：上半年图书零售市场回升降幅缩小
Data from China Publishing and Media Journal
shows that under the impact of the coronavirus
breakout, the number of books sold in Chinese book
retail market dropped 17.01 percent in the first half
of 2020, compared to the figure in the last year. The
total revenue dropped 9.66 percent, but the figure
was lower than the 11.4 percent decline in the total
retail sales of consumer goods nationwide during the
same period. Among them, the number of physical
bookstore sales decreased by 30.28 percent year-onyear, and total revenue decreased by 32.4 percent.
Sales of online bookstores decreased by 9.69 percent
year-on-year, and total revenue decreased by 3.26
percent. The data, based on the retail and publishing
companies, distributors, and online & offline retail
stores (including JD and Dangdang), covers sales
number of more than 3200 retail stores across China.
In the second quarter of this year, the overall book
retail market grew month-on-month, with number of
books sold up 29.74 percent and revenue up 47.42
percent. Among everything, the sales of science and
tech books grew more than 90 percent due to the surge
of demand in epidemic prevention and control books.
Both online and offline book sales show a
stabilizing structure
Despite the extraordinary half year we have
been through, the structure of book sales in brick

and mortar bookshops were relatively stable (see
Figure 1), and was in fact very similar compared
to the structure last year. Books of the educational
and social science category ranked first and second
respectively, and this has not changed since last year.
The market share of educational books increased
by 1.95 percent while the share of social science
books increased 3.16 percent. Children’s books and
literature swapped their place and ranked third and
fourth respectively. The market share of children’s
books increased by 1.17 percent while the share
of literature decreased by 2.58 percent. Books on
science and technology subjects ranked fifth, with
market share decreased by 3.69 percent.
The market share of educational books is the
biggest among the five categories, and showing
a year on year expansion. This reflects the need
of students who have to study at home during the
epidemic. Even in this extraordinary period, students
and parents still choose to purchase books in physical
bookshops because the content is highly related to
their study.
Compared with the offline market, the online
market structure in the first half of the year was more
stable (see Figure 2), with the market share of each
segment in the same order as the same period last
year. Children’s book ranked first, with market share

expanding 4.05 percent, followed by educational
books, whose market share shrink by 2.41 percent.
The market share of social science books increased
by 0.02 percent, the share of literature decreased by
1.83 percent and the share of science and tech books
increased by 0.17 percent.
Children's books accounted for the largest share of
the online market, and this has been the situation for
many years. The share of children’s books expanded
even during the coronavirus outbreak, reflecting a
very high degree of match between children’s book
and online retail. Parents who purchase books for
their children at home need not compare between
books too much before they place the order.
The number of frontlist titles reduced during
the coronavirus outbreak
The market contribution of frontlist books remains
low, and it will be some time for the market to fully
recover from the outbreak. Due to the epidemic, the
contribution of frontlist titles on online book retail
market decreased and that on the offline market
increased only slightly. Of the top 10 bestselling titles
in all 5 categories, the number of frontlist titles is 9,
accounting for only 18 percent. At the same time, the
number of books which sold more than 50,000 copies
decreased to a little more than 200.
(translated by Xiao Jianpeng)

Dangdang released its mid-year ranking:
What were the top 30 best-selling books of the first half of the year?
当当公布年中榜：上半年最畅销的 30 种图书有哪些？
Dangdang’s list of 30 titles in the sub-lists of fictions, non-fictions and
children’s books was released on June 22nd. The books were chosen based
on the copies bought by online readers, overall sales figures and reviews.
The reason why No Longer Human by Osamu Dazai leaped to the first on
the list and still impresses so many readers is the longing for life behind the
sentimentalism of the author. Through the book, readers can feel the warmth
still left on the heart of every human knocked down by life. The ups and downs
of life are also reflected in Sea of Life by Mai Jia and To Live by Yu Hua. What
Kind of Life Do You Want to Live? , a book that "Hayao Miyazaki read from the
age of 10 to 70", is also the first choice of many readers. It conveys the belief
that "no matter how difficult and cruel the times may be, live like a real
person". These novels, which integrate into the book the things that are really
important to life, making them the most popular books on the fiction list.
Big data from Dangdang shows that Educated: A Memoir, Positive
Discipline and Dan Sha Ri are books that many readers would most likely
to read on commute or after dinner. The books on the nonfiction list are very
representative and the areas in which readers are most willing to take the
time to improve themselves include lifestyle, intimate relationship, parentchild education, and personal development. Frontlist title Half Hour Comic
Series has shifted the fashion of reading history to learning economics in the
financial crisis. The author Chen Lei and the team has a large fan base that
are loyal for every book they write. The history book, Two Thousand Years
of Terracotta Warriors, published by literature and art book publisher White
Horse Times, soon went to the top of the best-selling list of the genre.
In the list of top 10 children’s books, Magic School Bus and books by
"fairytale king" Zheng Yuanjie and Chen Weiping have long been popular
with children, and in the first half of the year they are still the top three
bestsellers. In terms of frontlist children’s books, Chinese original works
and imported ones have equally good results. Represented by The Big
Monsters in the Forbidden City and The Panoramic History of the World
on the Map, original children’s books focus on the topics of Chinese history
and culture, and win the heart of children and parents with a easy language.
Children’s literature Pocket Detective attracts many curious children with
its adventurous story. The detective stories with a scientific twist, created
by Uncle Kai, integrate many knowledge points of science class in primary
schools, and therefore was loved by many parents and children.
(translated by Xiao Jianpeng)

Top 10 fictions
TiTle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Publisher

No Longer Human
The Three-bodied Problem
A Small Shop By The Cloud
Life In A Ocean
The Moon and Sixpence
To Live
The Kite Runner
The Eden of Fang Siqi's Virgin Love
What Kind Of Life Do You Want To Live
Run Wild

Writers Publishing House
Chongqing Publishing House
Hunan Literature And Art Publishing House
Beijing October Literature And Art Publishing House
Zhejiang Literature And Art Publishing House
Writers Publishing House
Shanghai Peoples Publishing House
Beijing Union Publishing House
Nanhai Publishing House
Beijing Union Publishing House

Top 10 non-fictions
TiTle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Publisher

Educated：A Memoir

Nan Hai Publishing Company

Positive Discipline
Dan Sha Ri
Skin
Relationship: Bridge To The Soul
Genius On The Left, Madman On The Right
Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life
The Go-to Mom's Parents' Guide To Emotion Coaching
Young Children
All Tastes Are Life, A Biography Of Feng Zikai
Blooming Everywhere

Beijing Union Publishing House
Hunan Literature And Art Publishing House
Tianjin People’s Publishing House
Hunan Literature And Art Publishing House
Beijing Union Publishing House
Hua Xia Publishing House
Southern Publishing House
Huazhong University of Science and Technology Press
Hainan Press

Top 10 children’s books
TiTle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The Magic School Bus - Early Readers Edition
Chinese History For Children
Shuke and Beita, A Biography
An ABC Guide to Mind Maps (Children's Picture Book)
The Flurry Little Chick Touch Book
Mr. And Miss Marvel
Reciting Ancient Chinese Poems With Laughter
Pete The Cat - Personality Trainer For Kids Aged 3-6
Miyanishi's Super Picture Book
Hello! Maths

Publisher
Guizhou People's Publishing House
New World Press
Zhejiang Children’s Publishing House
Dolphin Press
Changjiang Children's Publishing House
Posts And Telecom Press
Hunan Education Press
Wenhui Press
Qingdao Publishing House
Hubei Children’s Publishing House
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2019 China Online Literature Report :

Online literature witnesses double-digit growth
By Xiao Dong

2019 年中国网络文学市场报告：网文市场两位数增长
On September 4, the China Audio-video and
Digital Publishing Association released the 2019
China Online Literature Development Report at the
fourth "Online literature+" conference. According to
the report, the market scale of online literature will
reach 20.17 billion yuan in 2019, with a year-on-year
growth of 26.6%.
Since 2013, the market scale of the online literature
industry has been rising steadily. In 2015, revenue
reached its highest growth rate; in 2019, revenue
reached 20.17 billion yuan, this amounts to an increase
of 26.6% compared with the year before, although
subscription revenue has declined in comparison. Paid
for content is still heavily reliant on two factors: the
type of subject matter and quality of content.
Revenues generated from rihgts licensing
accounted for 28.9%. Apparent key factors to ensure
stable growth were the development of copyright
cooperation, as well as a continuous improvement
of the commercial value of high-quality content in
its various forms, such as the adaptation of online
literary works into film and TV series, online
drama and games. Users’ reading experience has
seen further improvement, with AI technology
maturing and intelligent speakers and color ink
screens making notable appearances. Business
models that operate on a combination of different
services, as well as the advance of live streaming
and short videos increase content visibility and
provide for further enrichment of it. The number of
online literature works saw a steady growth in 2019,
reaching 25.901 million. On average, the time it took
to create a work was close to one year, with subject
matter of the “urban fiction” genre generating
the largest number of clicks. The number of new
IP adaptations reached 9,656, and it is especially
realistic themes that are popular subject matter when
it comes to the adaptation of online literature. There

Chart 1: Market scope of the Online
literature industry 2013-2019

Market scope (in 100 Mio RMB)
Year on year growth (%)

are 19.36 million authors of online literature in
China, out of which 770,000 are contracted writers.
The number of female authors of online literature
has seen a rapid increase, their level of education
being mainly university undergraduate and junior
college and they are most often based in second and
third tier cities. As far as the age structure of the
authors is concerned, 44.6% of them were born in
the 1990s, with new writers gradually becoming the
main force. Companies have been actively searching
out topics that are “realistic”, and high quality
writing in this respect has emerged in large numbers.
According to the 2020 China Online Literature
Overseas Exports Report published at the same time
by iResearch, the overseas market scale of China’s
online literature has reached 460 million yuan in
2019, and the number of overseas users of Chinese
online literature stands at 31.935 million. Southeast
Asia and the European and US region are the major
geographical areas, with more than 40 “Belt and Road
Initiative” countries and regions covered. Looking at
the diﬀerent types of export, online literature has made
a case for itself by acting as a sort of incubator for
works of high quality, actively searching for eﬀective

Chart 2: Revenue structure 2015-2019

Subscription revenue

Copyright revenue

Advertising revenue

E-reader

Other income

methods of overseas expansion. There are three
notable ways of export: translation, direct export and
adaptation. Of these, translation is the most widely
used method, accounting for 72%. The majority
of users can be profiled as middle-aged, mainly
reading on mobile devices. They tend to read for
comparatively short spans of time, but are nonetheless
avid readers. Quality of translation has emerged as
the most important challenge as far as the reading
experience is concerned.
In the future, apart from expansion achieved via
translation, other types of export of online literature
will evolve such as the export of technology for
content creation, nurturing authors of original
content overseas, helping China’s online literature
to be present on a wider level via multiple channels.
The subject matter of exported content will see a rise
in variety, promoting the development of the whole
IP industry chain. As for translation technology,
AI translation will continue to improve and there
will be a variety of languages into which content is
translated.
(Translated by Leonie Weidel)

Circle marketing: Jingdong's multi-tier strategy for book development
京东打造多圈层营销 促进图书多领域发展
Books of the future will surely be divided into
diﬀerent circles. Creating, publishing and distributing
books in the future will mean that we have to first
think about how to put them into the right “circles”,
specifying their community, objectives, channels
and services. In a few words, we summed up how
to improve “circle marketing”: exposure, surprise,
creative production, concentration and intimacy.
Other than that, there also needs to be a “halo” –
books have to come with their own circle of light.
This “halo” refers to a number of things, primarily:
content well done; secondly, copywriting, as the
production of copywriting has to add to the light
that the book shines by itself. After that, the next
issue to look at is volume – the amount of traffic
that can be generated. At present, this is mainly
created by crossover marketing, IP marketing,
hunger marketing, event marketing, word of mouth,
emotional marketing, interactive marketing (also
known as trigger-based or event-driven marketing),
viral marketing, social marketing, CPM cards and so
forth.
As for the second half of 2020, we have made out
the four following trends.The first trend is product
differentiation; the second will be “new products,
old products turning red again”. What does it mean
to be turning red”, or popular again? By now, the
book industry has been developing for many years.

There are a number of books that did not attract wide
attention when they were published originally, albeit
their potential. To promote these types of books is
a trend we will see in the future. The third trend
we can make out is the use of KOL and KOC (Key
opinion consumer). The fourth trend is promotion
for impulse purchases. Discount rates now already
stand at 50%, so should we really continue down this
road? The answer is Yes, but the question is How.
In advertising, there is a type of marketing called
impulse marketing. That is to say, during a certain
period of time, advertisement and publicity has to be
frequent, and the product cycle of books is certainly
a longer one than that for food stuﬀs, so this is what
we call impulse promotion and marketing.
The process of managing fans and creating a
sense of scarcity or products having sold out. There
is one more very important issue within circle
business, which is the attention attached to fans
and maintaining them. Whether it is on WeChat or
Weibo, all of the eﬀorts that have been undertaken by
publishing houses, even down to every single book
that is sold – this was done for the users. When these
users enter the own domains of the publishing house,
it is imperative to treat them with kindness.
The process to create very successful products
first involves exploring its selling points, in
accordance with its content, to seek its selling

By Liu Ting

points from a marketing perspective with a view to
the specific needs of the market and the audience,
so as to achieve user penetration. Secondly, the
marketing plan has to be ﬁnalized, again that means
that it has to correspond with the selling points of
the product, circle customers, deriving new and
creative marketing ideas, taking control of the timing
and rhythm of promotional activities, linking an
overview of all resources with the control of tempo
and timing. Thirdly, the resources of all parties have
to be integrated, sorting out the resources according
to the timing of marketing activities, combining the
power of different resources, maximizing traffic, to
achieve strength at last. As for the overall marketing
strategy of highly successful products, what comes
ﬁrst is that the product must be of excellent quality,
starting with the content, delineating user groups,
seizing the market. Secondly, it should fit with the
timing and rhythm of the platform, accurately grasp
its characteristics, meet users’ demand, maximize
transformation, and give users a high-quality price
experience. Finally, to oﬀer a diverse marketing plan,
marketing strategies have to be speciﬁed for diﬀerent
levels and stages, keeping up with specific points
of interest of the market and achieving innovative
marketing through a variety of diﬀerent channels and
means.
(Translated by Leonie Weidel)
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Six categories heat up with the market demand
6 大图书细分市场趋热

By Lin Zhi, Zhang Congcong, Ye Yu

Parenting: influencers become the biggest gainers 亲子家教书：大 V 出书忙
In recent years, especially
since 2019, the book market
has seen word-of-mouth titles
dominating the best-selling
chart. As a result, the number
of books written by parenting
influencers has increased
d r a m a t i c a l l y. H u n a n
Education Press’s Mommy
Always Has a Way: Zhang Dandan’s Early Education
Enlightenment sold 70,000 copies in one month after it
went on sale in early November 2019. Hubei Dolphin
Media has an even more special angle to the content
of its product line. Rather than based entirely on the
topics of parenting and family relationship, it uses the
inﬂuence of WeChat subscription account founder Ivy

Dad, who has a million followers online, to magnify
its voice on the sub-topic of education. The publisher’s
Ivy Dad’s Conversation with Artist series include
content co-developed with piano and violin educator
Takahashi Masako, aesthetic education expert for
children Su Qinghua and many others, and many of
books from this series entered and stayed on the bestselling chart.
Publishers cut into home education subject
from the adult book market. In the last two years,
publishers who have moved from the adult book
market to parenting and home education have been
targeting opinion leaders in the field. In addition
to its large fan base, whether its experience can be
systematically restructured and tested by the market
is also the focus point when publishers polish their

products. In 2019, the private publishing company
X-iron brilliantly utilize the model they are known
for in the field of adult publishing in their new
endeavor into the new category of parenting. Their
excavation of top inﬂuencers spares no eﬀort, and the
company’s Your Parent-child Relationship is Worth
Tens of Millions is the book version of children
education inﬂuencer Rice Cake Mom Li Danyang’s
(who has 26 million followers) parenting experience.
Although the eﬀect of co-developing with inﬂuencers
is obvious, but in the end whether it can become
a bestseller depends on the quality of the book
itself. In the past two years, publishers whose main
publication line is children’s education chose a more
niche market, and dig deeper into the category of
ﬁnancial intelligence education.

Film and TV adapted books: composite operation across multiple industries 影视 IP 书：多业态复合运营
Under the background of the internet economy,
both old and young writers are facing new challenges.
One phenomenon that cannot be ignored is that the
publishing industry is prone to be passive and delayed
in the discovery and training of young talented writers.
It usually lacks the eﬀective mechanism to recognize
and understand them. At the same time, constrained
by the popularity of the subject, content and genre,
the factors that can determine whether a book can
become a bestseller are rather complicated. As a result,
it is difficult for young writers’ works to exert their
maximum value in a timely and eﬀective manner.
Reconstruct publishing process around IP
operation. The good news is, in the past two years,
in the composite operation of film and TV adapted
books, some publishers have realized the importance
of re-establishing the organizational structure.
From the redesign of the publishing process to
the product development, it is not only important
for the development of film and television IP to
be connectively considered with traditional book
development, but also it needs some independent
operating space of its own. Publishers include Zhejiang
Literature and Art Publishing House, Changjiang
Literature and Art Publishing House Beijing Center,
as well as private publishing companies such as
Boji new media, Phoenix Publishing Company and
X-Iron are good examples of this. In August 2018, the
Fong Hong Publishing Company set up an IP center,

which is responsible for the development of books
from scratch, the topic ranges from youth, crime
and suspense, realism, history, fantasy and so on.
The form at of books published was extended from
printed books to a variety of others including ebooks,
audiobooks, comics, video games, online ﬁlms, online
dramas, traditional ﬁlms and TV series. The outcome
is the intellectual property of tens of distinctive
works of diverse styles. Beijing X-Iron Publishing
Company also set up an IP publication center which
is responsible for the development and publication
of original IP. In its three years of establishment, the
department has achieved double- or even triple-digit
annual growth.
Support the creative power of the new
generation. Young writers who were born after 1995
(often called "post-95" in China) are undoubtedly the
hope of the future literary and IP market. On the basis
of continuingly paying attention to the young
and middle-aged writers of Chinese literary
circle, Fong Hong IP Center vigorously
support outstanding post-95 young authors,
through the "Young Writers Training Program"
and dig for more talented ones. According
to the reality of different writers, they help
writers and their works achieve rapid and
diversiﬁed exposure, and created the IP of the
writers and their works, to achieve win-win
cooperation between writers and publishers. It

is worth noting that in the selection process of works,
the IP Center considers the literary nature of the work
itself and forms quantitative standards around the
theme, originality, character, contrast, structure, plot,
logic, conflict, style, rhythm and other dimensions
of the story. In addition to the content itself, the IP
Center carefully analyzes the operability of derivative
development of works, assessing the volume of stories,
production diﬃculties, and censorship risks. Based on
different types of text, using different criteria, the IP
Center fully refers to the current situation of Chinese
literature market and franchise market in their hatch of
the product.
When it comes to the book-based film adaption,
Better Days(directed by Zeng Guoxiang, screenwritten
by Xu Yuezhen) featuring Golden Horse Award winner
Zhou Dongyu and Yi Yangqianxi of the TF Boys is
a must-mentioned film.The film was adapted from
Junior You, So Beautiful written by Jiu
Yuexi, and was immediately a hit after
its release. On the occasion of the film’s
release, Beijing Baima Time Culture
Development Company launched a new
illustrated collection of the book. In order
to better achieve the "book-ﬁlm linkage",
the publishing company customized a
number of film-related t-shirt to be sold
along with the book and connected the
fans of both the book and the ﬁlm.

Popular science for adults: integrates knowledge with art 成人科普：整合博物 + 艺术元素
Compared with the
generally depressed adult
book market, popular
science for adults, though
rather niche, has become a
relatively bright part in the
adult book sector in recent
years. CITIC Press’s This
Is China was reprinted
seven times that year,
becoming a dark horse in
the adult popular science
book market for the past two years. The book is the
first full-landscape Chinese geography book in the
category of adult popular science.
The in-depth development of the brand has
become the consensus of leading publishers of
adult popular science books. The Nature Watch

Series run by the Commercial Press for many years
has launched Illustrated Book of the Fishes on
Market and Souvenirs Entomologiques of the City.
The market response was very positive. Famous
for being ‘small but beautiful’, private publishing
company Unread has always a quite nuanced taste
on its selection of popular science titles. Because of
the unique packaging and marketing strategies, the
sales figure for "niche" popular science books are
also quite good. In addition, Unread also continue
its tradition of having "long names" for their books,
and the names are quaintly amusing. HinaBook,
known for its good taste on production selection and
development, has continued to maintain its good
taste in the category of adult popular science.
There are a few more other new publishers whose
performances in the segment of the adult popular
science are astonishing. Among them, United Bass

is an original imprint that Beijing Joint Publishing
Company paid great attention in recent years. It is
committed to discover titles that are both informative
and interesting, and has a special interest in works
that can offer interdisciplinary interpretations of
the world. In 2019, the Zhongqing Lion imprint
coordinated with educational and cultural institutions
in order to jump into the circle, expand its inﬂuence,
and attract more like-minds. This is becoming
a three-dimensional path actively explored by
popular science publishers. The compounding of
adult science publishing of design, readability and
experientiality has more obviously become a trend
in the past two years. Yilin Press, Chemical Industry
Press and Electronic Industry Publishing House
all have their signature books in the adult popular
science market.
(Continued on F06)
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The Bad Kids brings more attention to local original suspense fictions《隐秘的角落》带动本土悬疑剧作“出圈”
The huge popularity
of the web drama series
The Bad Kids boosts the
sales figures of the book it
was adapted from, which
went top to the best-selling
chart of the suspense genre
long dominated by foreign
writers. The positive market
response of The Bad Kids is
undoubtedly a highlight for
Chinese suspense ﬁctions.
The silent plougher of the original book market
Even though works by super-best-selling authors
such as Medical Examiner Dr. Qin have sold more
than 3.5 million copies, local suspense and reasoning
novels seem to have been left out of the picture as a
whole, compared with those by overseas writers. In the
view of Wang Jiaojiao, deputy editor-in-chief of the
publisher 99 Readers, original reasoning novels started
only in the last few decades, and the readers were used
to reading Japanese reasoning and European/American
detective novels, and those foreign novels usually have
quite good quality, which made it more difficult for
original works to succeed in the market. In addition,
many Chinese writers including Zijin Chen have
frankly confessed their inﬂuence from foreign masters
such as Keigo Higashino. Therefore, given the current

supply on the book market, original Chinese suspense
novels are not the first choice of many readers.
Despite the difficulties, there are still many writers
and publishers who did what they believe should
be done. Examples include the Midnight Collection,
founded in 2006, which aims to build China’s most
professional detective novel publishing platform. It
started to publish original Chinese novels since 2010,
and at present has a collection of works written by
Lu Qiuhui, Lu Yehua, Shichen, Jiding, Hu Yanyun
and so on. The Ark series by Douban is a collection
of suspense and reasoning fictions that Douban
Read created after years of content accumulation. It
aims to discover more unique and freshly new local
suspense ﬁctions and pays particular attentions to the
creation of a mixture of both suspense and daily life
atmosphere. 99 Readers launched its own suspense
imprint Black Cat Library, and signed a number of hardcore reasoning readers including Lu Yehua, Shi Chen.
Zijin Chen, after being famous, had generously shared
the experience of being inspired by reading Keigo
Higashino, but he also emphasized the importance of
find one’s own style. He believes that compared to
the irksome storied set in a foreign land, plots that are
drawn from contemporary Chinese life that surrounds
every reader have a power that can touch the innerworld of people.
The underestimation of writers and their

ﬁghtback by innovation
Under the siege of Japanese reasoning novels,
how can original Chinese reasoning works fight
back? Firstly, textual innovation and interdisciplinary
cooperation are needed to expand the fan base. Many
local authors are already thinking ahead of their
time, and the form of reasoning in their works is
unique. Therefore, ﬁnding ways to expand the reading
community is something that responsible publishers
should be considering. Secondly, it is important to set
up awards to encourage original novels. There are few
awards for suspense and reasoning novels in China,
and currently the award set up for novella and short
stories by book reviewer Hua Sibi is the only famous
one. Thus, the Black Cat Library and culture brand
QED jointly founded an award for new suspense
novelists. Thirdly, the overall level of original
reasoning is actually greatly underestimated. In the
novelist Hu Yanyun’s view, many Chinese works
are in fact better than some frontlist novels in the
West and Japan, in terms of the quantity and quality.
Their visibility, however, is much weaker. Zijin Chen
believes that, no matter what you write and what
you read, "the only criterion to judge the quality of a
suspense novel is whether it is enjoyable to read. The
book is nothing as long as it is not enjoyable, despite
the deep thoughts and brilliant logics".

“鸡汤”已过时
Self-help books: traditional Chicken Soup for the Soul no longer trending 心理励志类图书：
In the age of social media, readers are prone to be
trapped in all kinds of anxieties. With the help of new
distribution channels such as Tik Tok and new online
retailers such as Pinduoduo, the ways of promoting
books are vastly expanded. As a result, the sales ﬁgure
of self-help books (e.g. those tell you how to manage
your emotion or be successful) is showing a clear
trend of turning up, and more and more publishers join
the publication of self-help books.
As more publishers enter the market, self-help
books are becoming more professional
In addition to trade publishers, some professional
publishers also enter the market. For example, the
Huazhang imprint of Machinery Industry Press built a
"Huazhang psychology" brand combines together the
publishing, training and consulting of psychology.
In the relatively easy-to-enter self-help book
market, the phenomenon of copying successful
predecessors is quite common. Interestingly, along

with the popularity of multimedia channels such as
Tik Tok and Pinduoduo, The Way of Wolf (wolves are
seen as enterprising and to some degree aggressive
in China) published in 2017 sold more than a million
copies in the first half of 2019. Books such as The
Way of Wolf become the regular subject in short videos
on Tik Tok. The price and cost of these books are
usually low but the conversion rate is extremely high.
In addition to the self-help book targeted at people
with relatively low income and thus sold at a lower
price, imported and translated works still have the
advantage in the rest of the self-help book market. It is
worth mentioning that currently readers’ need for selfhelp books has gone beyond the rhetorical "Chicken
Soup for the Soul" or physiological works that are too
academic to read. The market needs more titles closely
integrated with life examples, and those can provide
practical solutions to the type of problems that readers
face in their lives.

Self-help books move towards being professional
psychological books
The hardback edition of Murphy's Law published by
Beijing Wentong World Books in May 2019 has sold
more than 200,000 copies by now, and the paperback
edition, which came out in July 2019 sold more than
500,000 copies. In the view of the companyv’s general
manager Yu Chenghao, the number of publishers in
the market of psychological self-help books has been
increasing in the last two years, and the import and
translation of foreign titles in this genre on market
has gradually become saturated. He also mentioned
that there are two routes for the topic selection of
psychology-related books. The first one is to draw
closer to professional psychology books, and the
second is to more rhetorical and inspirational ones.
Because of the relatively high price of professional
books, more and more publishing companies began to
extend to the ﬁeld of psychology.

Areas for publishers to explore: life and health education 生命健康教育类科普童书趋热
The sudden outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic
highlighted the importance of health and safety
education at all levels and in all kinds of forms. Even
before the breakout, life and health education has
been one of the popular topics in children’s book
publishing, but the scale and attention it received
was limited. Children’s books on the topic of life and
health education can be divided into the following
three categories. First, literary or picture books that
use stories to convey the view of life. The second is
popular science picture books that focus on building
a healthy habit or lifestyle. Lastly, there are popular
science children’s books that have the content of more
professional medical science to it.
Quickly after the breakout, publishers of children’s
books began to respond by planning on books that tell
children the story of ﬁght against the coronavirus and
pandemic-control related knowledge. The publication
of life and health education books began to heat up.
For example, China Children’s Press&Publishing
Group launched picture books entitled The Coronavirus
is Gone! And the Hugging the Earth and Lighting up Life
series. 10 Ways to Fight Monsters, published by Beijing

Science and Technology Press, helps
children learn protective knowledge in a
gentle and childlike language. At the same
time, the original anti-epidemic children’s
books also show responsibility on the
international stage. For example, the rights
to Fighting Epidemic with A Child's Heart &
Big Eye Heartwarming Picture Books series
by Jiangsu Phoenix Children’s Publishing House has
been exported to Nepal, Lebanon, Vietnam and other
countries.
In the post-epidemic period, children’s books on
life education and health education, as well as medical
science and disease-related topics, received more
attention. For example, China Publishing Association
organized the selection of “2020 China Publishing
Association Good Books for Children on Life
Education Theme”, and held the release and award
event during the 2020 Beijing Book Fair.
Children’s books such as life education and health
education also need to balance professionalism with
readability. Xiao Xiao, editor of Dolphin Media,
said parents had begun to pay attention to the topic

of children’s health before the outbreak.
This has evidence in the huge amount of
children’s health content on social media
and the rise of children’s health KOLs.
However, there is a delay in the publishing
of children’s book on the same topic. The
outbreak of the virus has accelerated the
trend to focus on health issues. As far as
the planning of such books is concerned, professional
works will be more difficult to read while popular
science books that are easy to read may be more
superﬁcial. It is diﬃcult to balance between the two.
According to Wang Zhinan, editor of the Mysterious
Island imprint from Guangxi Normal University Press,
children’s books on health education have always been
there, and publishers should have a more rational view
on the heat brought by the epidemic. It’s right to seize
the opportunity to publish what the market needs, but
publishers should not follow it blindly. Only when
publishers pay attention to the work and topic itself
and never lose the principles can valuable and highquality books be produced.
( translated by Xiao Jianpeng)
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Seven trends in the publishing industry
当当副总裁为书业画像：值得出版人深思的七大趋势
From the changes in the book retail market and
new product trends over the last ﬁve years, it is clear
that the book industry has been transformed by the
new economic forces. Influenced by external factors
such as technological change, consumption upgrading
and media evolution, the book industry has launched a
new type of competition in the areas of topic planning,
marketing, branding and other competitive methods.
There are seven trends we can see in the publishing
industry.
1)New online channels are emerging.
Smartphones shift people’s shopping habits from
the computer to the mobile side, while 4G technology
has brought mobile e-commerce to a new stage of
development. Many Chinese writers, freelancers,
public teams quickly transformed into KOLs in their
fields. During the outbreak of the coronavirus in
early 2020, online live-streaming events combined
with goods sale emerged, directly affecting the book
industry’s sales model. The ongoing expansion of 5G
technology means the beginning of a new marketing
revolution. Take social science books as an example,
in 2019, over 10,000 new titles were published, and
those promoted on social media have a higher chance
of becoming the bestseller.
2)High quality social media contents become the
resources for publishers.
With the marketing advantage of many Chinese social
media platforms, it has become a phenomenon in the
publishing industry for inﬂuencers with a large number
of fan base and operators of WeChat official accounts
to become writers, and for publishers to develop highquality resources on such oﬃcial accounts.
3)Readers’ awareness of publishing brands has
been gradually strengthened, and the development
of high-quality product lines has promoted brand
promotion.
In each sub-category of the book market, the

By Chen Lijun(Dangdang's Vice President)

reader’s awareness of the brand has gradually
increased. With the gradual enrichment of a brand’s
product line, readers gradually have the need of
collecting the whole series of books. In 2019, Social
Sciences Academic Press put all books from their
Oracle Series and produced a collector’s edition with
the price of 15980 RMB. The publisher promoted the
series on social media platforms such as WeChat and
Weibo, and sold thousands of copies within months,
with a total revenue of 16 million RMB.
4)The average age of readers is becoming lower,
this puts forward the need for a redesign of the
book bindings.
The millennials have a major power in the
consumption of books, this has driven a redesign of
the book bindings and covers to attract the younger
generations. Data shows that many books by writer
Da Bing have sold millions of copies, and the majority
of the purchasers are young readers. There are many
similar young writers, and their works directly support
the rapid growth of literary and artistic books in recent
years. There is also a trend in books of social science
subjects to have a younger cover design.
5)Under the background of internet economy,
price competition is unavoidable, but this also
promotes the market prosperity.
With the increasingly fierce price competition on
online platforms, as an integral part of the market
economy, the price of books on retail market has
inevitably been gradually lowered. Price competition
is the result of market evolution and a “double-edged
sword”. It stimulates consumption to a certain extent
and is conducive to the expansion of the publishing
industry.
6)With the upgrading of consumption, readers’
demand for more quality content is a trend.
The dual attributes of material consumption and
spiritual demand of books determine that there are

two directions to the upgrading of book consumption:
First, the upgrading of the total expenditure of
book consumption by readers. Second, with the
improvement of reading level, readers put forward
higher requirements for content, especially the
demand for high-quality content. The once-popular
supermarket books are almost extinct now and
replaced by highly readable and beautifully framed
high-quality books.
7)Promoting books on short videos and live
streaming is good news but also challenge on the
proﬁtability of the publishing industry.
Information asymmetry creates a demand for
recommenders of books in the publishing industry.
For the average reader, it is very difficult to select
the right book for them on the dazzling pages of
e-commerce platform. As a result, recommendations
of book emerged as the time demands on WeChat
accounts, short videos and live streaming events. These
recommenders can bring many benefits to publishers,
such as directly reducing marketing costs. The book
information can be spread to the customer side more
quickly, the scope of dissemination is wider than ever,
so that more good books meet with readers. Writers
can also participate in the book recommendation
process. Moreover, recommendation by the third party
can better use the "weak communication" effect and
promote reading into the everyday lives of the public.
However, promoting books with short video and live
streaming recommenders will bring a new challenge
for publishers, that is the commission rate of the book
recommender. In the era where online traffic means
everything for promotions, live streamers and book
recommenders with large fan bases will have strict
requirements on the price at which books are sold and
how much commission they will get from the sales.
This will eventually become a new challenge for
publishers and other book retailers in terms of net proﬁt.

JD Book User Behavior Report (2019-2020):

The medium and low-tier market is heating up while sales of both print and
e-books grow simultaneously
京东图书用户行为报告（2019-2020）：中低线市场提速 纸电同步销售趋热
On Apr 23rd, the World Book Day, the 2019 Reading
Behavior Report (and Reading Report During the
Coronavirus Pandemic) was jointly issued by JD
Big Data Research Institute and JD Books. Based
on the analysis of JD’s big data, it is concluded that
there have been four changes in reading habits of the
Chinese population in 2019 and during the pandemic
in 2020.
The medium and low-tier market (for people
with relatively low income) has become the engine
of the whole book market, and the driving force of
social media is prominent.
Celebrities and social events have a significant
impact on the sales of related books.
Among cities of different size, there is a
conduction of books. Where the conduction is from
top down or bottom up depends on the genre of the
book.
During the coronavirus lockdown, children’s
books, education and calligraphy books were in
high demand, and people were more willing to read
big books.
In 2019, book sales on JD increased significantly
compared to the year before, and this is true in every
segments of the market. The list of books with highest
year-on-year growth rates is more diverse, reflecting
the growing diversity of people’s reading habit.
Compared to 2018, the reading habits of the whole
population in 2019 have further shifted to being more

practical, reﬁned and diversiﬁed. The evidence is that
imported books from foreign countries, Hong Kong
and Taiwan sold more copies than ever and there was
a signiﬁcant increase on the sale of self-help books.
In terms of the volume of sales, the strong position
of first and second-tier cities is still absolutely
unshakable, but in 2019 sales in medium and lowtier cities, especially in central China, have become
the new engine for book market. Another trend is the
simultaneous growth in both the paper and electronic
editions of book. According to the research conducted
by JD and third parties, of all books sold online in
China in 2019, 94.1 percent was e-books, 77 percent
was physical copies, 64.1 percent was audiobooks
and 55.6 percent was papers or journals. In terms of
reading frequency, ebooks and audiobooks are more
convenient for readers, therefore having a higher
reading frequency. In every month, in average a
consumer read physical books for 35.8 times, read
ebooks for 50.2 times and listen to audiobooks for
40.9 times.
The market of children’s books is increasingly
driven by social media and word-of-mouth
recommendations, while the conversion rate in
lower-tier market is more signiﬁcant.
The market structure of Chinese book market in
2019 share some similarities with the American market
in areas such as higher education and professional
publishing, but the proportion of trade publisher is

turning down. In addition, the share of K-12 education
is signiﬁcantly higher than that in the US and continue
the trend of going up. This, on the one hand, shows
the Chinese book market is still very young and
energetic. The potentials of K-12 education books are
still huge. On the other hand, the growth of the lowertier market is considerable. According to the motherchild industry report issued by JD earlier, the amount of
money spent by parents in medium and low-tier cities
on toys and clothing for their children is similar to
parents in first and second-tier cities, but the money
spent on knowledge-related product and services is
much less. This situation has gradually improved
in 2019. It is worth pointing out that the consumers
of medium and low-tier cities are 35 percent more
sensitive to the comments and reviews of a book
than their counterpart in first and second-tier cities.
The percentage is larger as you go down the tier. In
general, despite the increasing diversity of lifestyles,
the competition for consumers’ fragmented time is still
the main battle ground for content providers. China is
still the world’s fastest-growing book market, and the
publishing industry, whose main advantage is to provide
reading of quality content, has a more vigorous vitality
than other traditional media including newspapers and
magazines. The value of deep and systematic reading
is recognized by more and more people in a world full
of fragmented information.
(translated by Xiao Jianpeng)
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The Commercial Press “CP”
(
as follows) was established
in Shanghai in 1897, and developed into a modern publishing
house with the longest history in China. The founding of CP
marks the beginning of China’
s modern publishing industry.
Ever since her founding, CP has taken on the responsibility
of“promoting education and enlightening people”as her
mission. In the 1920s and 1930s, under the leadership of
great publishers such as Zhang Yuanji and Wang Yunwu, CP
grew rapidly and ranked as the No. 1 publisher in Asia and
among the top three publishers in the world. CP has
compiled and published all kinds of textbooks for colleges,
middle schools and primary schools, large-sized dictionaries
such as Ci Yuan: A Dictionary of Chinese Etymology,
academic works such as Evolution and Ethics and Mashi
Wentong, literature works by great writers including Luxun,
Bajin, Bingxin and Laoshe, significant classic collections such
as The Rare Edition of A Complete Collection in Four
Branches of Literature, large-scaled series including
Wanyou Library and A Series of Ancient Books and over a
hundred journals and magazines such as The Eastern
Miscellany and Fiction Monthly. CP also established the
largest library in Asia-Oriental Library, and 36 branch
companies in China and around the world with over 1,000
offices that published over 60% of China’
s books at the time.
In 1954, CP moved her headquarters to Beijing and
became a central-level publishing house with two
outstanding and advantageous business fields: Chinese and
foreign academic classics with The Chinese Translation of
World Famous Academic Works Series and Chinese Famous
Modern Academic Works Series as representatives, and
Chinese and foreign language dictionaries with Xinhua
Dictionary, The Dictionary of Modern Chinese, Ci Yuan: A
Dictionary of Chinese Etymology and Oxford Advanced
Learner’s English-Chinese Dictionary as representatives.
For her excellent quality of publications, CP has won the
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reputation as “China’s academic forefront” and “The
kingdom of dictionaries”in China.
In recent years, CP has focused on brand management
and value innovation and dedicated herself in developing
brand-new publishing fields of humanity educational books
and popular cultural books targeting young and general
readers. On the other hand, CP has become the first
publisher in China to start EP-sync publishing strategy and a
new multi-media publishing mode. Meanwhile, CP has also
established wholly-owned and holding branch companies in
cities such as Shanghai, Nanning, Chengdu, Hangzhou and
Taiyuan in a new pattern of cross-industry, cross-region,
cross-media,
cross-ownership
and
cross-country
business.
At present, CP consists of 20 departments, including
editorial centers, publication center, marketing center, digital
publication center and multi-media publication center, and
has 19 wholly-owned and holding branch companies
nationwide. CP publishes over 2,000 titles every year.
Moreover, CP has kept copyright licensing cooperation with
over 50 publishers worldwide and has established strategic
partnership with well-known publishers such as Oxford
University Press, Springer, Wolters Kluwer, De Gruyter,
Cambridge University Press and Brill with the same aim of
spreading knowledge and exchanging culture.
In the twenty-first century, CP has taken on“serve
education, lead academic progress, take on cultural
responsibility, and inspire trend”as her aim in the new era,
dedicated in furthering social progress by publication and
promoting the development of civilization by spreading
ideas. With a history of 123 years, CP is striding into the
future inheriting the wisdom and achievements of past
generations, continuing the mission and responsibility of
more generations, and realizing people’s hopes and dreams
in her new history.
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It's important to advice your partner and not to persuade him
做版贸要给对方提建议而不是去说服他
..
■ Andreas Rotzer, publisher, Matthes & Seitz

□ Yo u a n d y o u r
company have won
great fame and many
awards these years.
Can you share your
insights about how to
be a good publisher?
■ A good publisher
must be a player, he must
be afraid of the market,
but permanently ﬁght his
fear. I am convinced
that truthfulness is
conveyed through the product. The customers when
feel a book is made out of calculation don't buy
it. So a good publisher has to be authentic. If he
fails economically due to his authenticity was not
synchronized with the spirit of the age, then at least
he was successful in expressing himself and doing
something he believed in. For me, I learn through
every book as if it were a lecture, I learn through
our authors, for whom I have as much respect as I
had for my professors during my studies.
□ How do you raise a topic and initiate a new
publishing program successfully?
■ One of the first successes we had was the
publication of the complete works of Warlam
Schalamow. He’s a dismaying unique Russian
author I had discovered when I was a student.
As there were only small selections of his texts
available in German, I used my new position
as publisher to discover the rest of the text by

initiating a huge edition. It was naive from today’s
perspective, but it worked out, the further texts
turned out to be ingenious and the booksellers
and journalists admired his writings as I did. This
success was a good education as it taught me not to
follow the market but to create a market. I am sure
that for smaller publishers this is the only way to be
successful or at least to survive.
□ Can you talk about your Asian publishing
program? Where do you get info about Chinese
culture and decide to publish?
■ Unfortunately I do not speak Chinese, but
I admire the Chinese culture as it meets me in
its literature and philosophy. Therefore I would
like to read as much as possible myself and make
it accessible for others. The most important
interlocutors are the translators, most of whom are
passionate about translation and have extensive
knowledge about Chinese literature. But I am also
closely connected to sinologists and to French
and American publishers who have a much better
tradition in translating Chinese literature and thinking
than the German publishers.
However, the German market is not ready
for Chinese literature yet. Of course there was
tremendous success of Liu Cixin but in general
the German perception of Chinese culture is
determined by skepticism and fear of the new
world power. For me, this is reason enough
to learn more about this culture, and with our
program we want to fight against these prejudices
and bring on enlightenment.

□ Do you explore some new marketing channels
over the Covid-19 period?
■ We started a very intense social media and
internet campaign in order to create direct sales.
This worked out quite well so that we were able to
compensate the decline in sales. We are sticking to
that new mode of working even after the lockdown
and one of our main aims in distribution today is
to even increase the direct sales in order to become
more and more independent.
□ How do you keep in touch with foreign to do
rights business with German publishers?
■ With foreign publishers we keep in touch
via Zoom, email and phone. One year this might
be OK, but if the situation lasts I see the danger of
international disconnection, which would be all the
worse as it would run parallel to a deglobalization
that is to be feared.
I think the main important task to do rights
business is to create a network and act trustfully. The
book business is a man-to-man business and it takes
some time to create an atmosphere of trust that is the
precondition to buy rights from a language you don't
speak. Therefore it is important to see the foreign
editor or publisher as partner and selling books as
common aim. The foreign publisher will only buy
again if he will be successful, so it’s important to
advice your partner and not to persuade him. For
this you have to know the foreign market by own
experience and by talking a lot with foreign editors,
about their market but also about trends, fears and
dangers.

Creating win-win publishing partnerships with De Gruyter
与德古意特共创双嬴出版合作关系
■ Lyndsey Dixon,Global Journals Director & VP Partnerships Asia Pacific, De Gruyter
□ What’s your strengths compared with other big
STM publishing groups? How do you tackle with
these new challenges?
■ De Gruyter stands for excellence in publishing
and quality solutions for the challenges that
researchers and professionals face. That has been
the case since 1749. We remain an independent,
family owned business, operating globally. Our
adaptable size allows us to oﬀer customized services
which distinguish us from our competitors. Our
independence provides the ability to be nimble and
flexible, and to experiment with our partners. And
our reach, our content and the partners with whom
we work allow us to have inﬂuence and impact on a
global stage. We are big enough to matter, yet small
enough to listen.
De Gruyter is an early adopter of open access and
today two thirds of De Gruyter’s journals portfolio
are published on a Gold OA basis, and nearly all of
our journals oﬀer the option to publish work through
Gold or Green OA routes. With over 2,800 OA books
available on degruyter.com, we are one of the largest
publishers of OA books in the world.
Digital technology is at the heart of what we do.
Our website degruyter.com is visited by more than 12
million users each year and we are currently building
a new digital platform that will be faster, more stable
and offer better search and user experience for our
content and readers.

□ Which are your
important publishing
partners and how do
you expand global
customers around the
world ？
■De Gruyter oﬀers
an essential collection
of top-class scholarly
content under one roof
through University
Press Library program
from 13 outstanding
university presses
on degruyter.com. We make use of our global reach
and infrastructure to achieve sales and marketing
promotion in geographies for assistance in enhancing
the global visibility for our partners’ titles.
Besides our publishing partners, we also partner
with many key academic associations. The beneﬁts
are that they retain complete editorial control
and ownership of their journals, and we provide
technologies, services and processes to these
journals to enable them to be competitive on a
global stage.
We are looking to internationalise the content
we publish and have invested in growing our APAC
presence. Wendy Ding now heads up our team based
in Beijing, and I’ m in charge of our entire journals

portfolio based in Hong Kong. We want to ensure
that research that is undertaken in APAC is getting
visibility and making impact on a global stage.
□ In China, what kind of cooperation do you have
with Chinese publishers?
■ We work with excellent Chinese publishing
partners to create mutually beneficial partnerships.
We also partner with various societies and institutions
in China. Through partnering with such entities,
we understand better what are the needs of Chinese
researchers so we can tailor and improve our services
specifically to Chinese researchers, and understand
the requirements of Chinese market.
□ Have you changed the mode of data services
for scholars among the epidemic? Do you explore
some new marketing channels these months?
■ As a response to library closures around the
world and to help researchers get remote access to
our (digital) titles, we have offered libraries free
access to 75,000 ebooks on degruyter.com; an oﬀer
signed up for by many institutions. We have also
published two free digital essay collections with
humanities and social science perspectives on the
Covid crisis and organized a series of digital lectures
and talks on the history of pandemics，all of which
is collected and free to watch and download on our
website.
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W

e interviewed two of the best and most prominent writers in China, who have a great number of passionate readers in China and around the
world. We hope to depict the process of their growth on the road of writing and what they are thinking about literature now.

Liu Cixin:

Renowned sci-fi writer with a spy personality

刘慈欣：
“间谍性格”的科幻作家
By Lu Yun

E

ver since Liu Cixin’s The Three Body Problem
won the world science fiction laureate Hugo
Award, it has turned out to be a phenomenal
bestseller in Western book markets, with its audience
shifting to include not just science ﬁction readers, but
people from all walks of life. By the end of 2019, its
worldwide sales have exceeded 21 million copies, of
which nearly 2.3 million copies were sold overseas;
in Germany alone, close to 300,000 copies have been
sold.
This does not just constitute a commercial
success; Liu Cixin has become an important symbol
for Chinese authors garnering international fame. In
April this year, a comic book series adapted from
his works was published in China. Jointly created by
famous cartoonists – Chinese and international –, this
series will be released successively in eight diﬀerent
countries. Whether it can attract the attention of
further readers in the comic genre is a new topic of
interest for publishers and science fiction fans all
over the world.

China’s growth of technological strength. This, too,
is one of the characteristics of science ﬁction.
Sci-fi authors write about worst
case scenarios for the universe

China’s own“Arthur C. Clarke”
The New Yorker once praised him as the “China’s
Answer to Arthur C. Clarke”, and Germany’s star TV
host and “pope of contemporary literature” Dennis
Scheck maintained: “The Three-Body Problem is the
most exciting and innovative science fiction novel
that I have read in the past 30 years. It has saved 21st
century science ﬁction.” The release of the German
edition of The Three-Body Problem saw Liu Cixin
climb the Spiegel Bestseller List, a ﬁrst for a Chinese
author. Liu Cixin has characterized himself as having
the “spy personality”, shying away from the attention
of others, and rather willing to stand outside of the
crowd and observing them.
Touring German cities including Frankfurt, Essen,
Hamburg and Berlin in October 2018, during a large
number of public events and interviews arranged
by Jing Bartz, he concentrated on discourse about
content, in an effort to avoid the overwhelming
enthusiasm from the public. Readers from all over
Germany, asking for his autograph on books in all
sorts of languages, had their requests fulﬁlled one by
one, signing books and taking pictures, an instance
rather like a friendly extraterrestrial had come to
the earth, with fans having long anticipated his
arrival and ﬂocking out from all corners, to identify
themselves and to meet with him. When reporters or
fans posed questions that he was enthusiastic about,
his answer might be as straightforward as telling a
science ﬁction story or a story plot.
Liu Cixin was born in Beijing. When he was two
years old, his father was sent to Yangquan, and the
family settled in this “coal city” in Shanxi province.
More than ten years ago, while he was still working
as an engineer in the Niangziguan power plant in
Shanxi, he made use of his spare time to complete
The Three-Body Problem. Having read more than a
thousand science fiction books, he turned from sciﬁ fan to sci-ﬁ author, although not expecting that one
day his works would enjoy an international audience.
Finding the light in the book
Durig the “German Science Fiction Tour In

October 2018”, Liu Cixin was reviewed favorably
by a number of German scholars impressed with the
logical scientiﬁc structure of The Three-Body Problem
and the originality in his works resulting thereof.
Christoph, a professor of mathematics and computer
science at Berlin Free University, stated: "The ThreeBody Problem is very revealing from our point of view.
When time allows, I will go back to considering very
carefully whether his input about quantum mechanics
is tenable."
Well-known German intellectual and science
fiction author Dietmar Dath once expressed the
opinion that in contemporary sci-fi literature, Liu
Cixin is second to none when it comes to predicting
and imagining the future. This might be the
discernible feature of Liu Cixin’s science fiction:
the level of imagination and inventiveness, the wide
range of themes concerned with science, literature,
history and philosophy, side by side with the poetic
stance developed from scientiﬁc thought.
On answering a question of Dietmar Dath
concerned with moral judgement and its criteria, Liu
Cixin put forward that “ethics and morality change in
accordance with the natural, technological and social
environment; to not change will be tantamount to
self-destruction.” Dath approved of Liu’s viewpoint,
stating that The Three-Body Problem had an
ideological openness on more than one level, as - in
addition to the portrayal of vast, profound and longlasting space-time - it provided readers with a variety
of opportunities exploring moral conclusions.
Jakob Schmidt, a die-hard science ﬁction fan and
partner of Berlin’s famous sci-ﬁ bookstore Otherland,
raised a question that had been puzzling him for a
long time: As The Three-Body Problem described the
darkest of many possibilities, how was it possible
that he could always “find some light in reading
about this society in a universe that was set up to
be dark?” Liu Cixin replied: “In my works, I try to
portray light. This might have something to do with
my living in China. Living in China can give you a
sense of the future of the world.” He continued to
say that his success was deeply interconnected with

As a science fiction author but professionally
trained as an engineer, he is acutely aware of the
fact that science ﬁction could possibly vanish before
long; done for, by science and technology. As we’ve
almost been living in a world described by science
fiction. “I believe I could turn into the last science
fiction author in China”, he told German readers.
“Before everything turns into a world without
surprise and without wonder, I want to write things
down with all the speed I can muster.” As far as
the future of mankind was concerned, he predicted,
“Speaking from a long-term perspective, everything
on earth is finite and will end eventually. And
technological revolution is the only factor that stands
in the way of this destination. Maybe humankind will
be that species to leave the planet earth, and expand
civilization in the universe on a large scale. Maybe
that just is our ultimate goal, only to be achieved
by science and technology. If humankind makes
the wrong choice, the future could very possibly be
like that darkness depicted in science fiction. And
what science ﬁction authors do, is just that, to comb
through and to arrange the different possibilities of
the universe and of the future. What is portrayed in
The Three-Body Problem is one of many possibilities,
and it is also the darkest of these. To point out the
worst of all possibilities to the readers and to remind
them to be prepared for the future, is a way of taking
on responsibility.”
Recently, in light of the Covid-19 epidemic, he
expressed: “There are certain similarities between
Covid-19 and extraterrestrials. Alien culture could
be the biggest uncertainty that we face. Facing it,
the powers of different countries, different political
forces, ethnic, cultural and religious groups, could
fall into endless struggle and conﬂict with their own
survival and interests in mind. Covid-19, too, can
count as a signiﬁcant and unexpected occurrence we
are facing, cautioning us to not think about the future
as of a straight line. Anticipating unexpected events
in the future is utterly challenging. In this regard,
science fiction can provide us with a very useful
way of thinking about things.” In addition to this,
the sudden way of major scientiﬁc and technological
breakthroughs emerging – such as the intelligence
of AI surpassing that of humans, or the discovery of
technological measures to prolong life or even grant
us immortality – will have an immense impact on
human society. If we are not fully prepared for these
things, disaster is looming.”
A self-proclaimed “defender of hard science
ﬁction”, Liu Cixin sets forth that, “Today’s American
science fiction no longer indulges in starry skies or
exploration, all eyes are back on questions concerned
with humankind. There is one sentence by Asimov that
moved me to tears: When the bubbles of the new wave
recede eventually, the solid coastline of traditional
hard science fiction will reappear. It is only this one
sentence that has not come true until today.”

（translated by Leonie Weidel）
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Zijin Chen：

Suspense writer with product manager's mind
紫金陈：用产品经理的思维写推理小说
By Ye Yu

Zijin Chen
crime fiction writer who reflects wider social
context. Many of his fictions have been adapted to
the screens.

T

he Bad Kids ( 隐秘的角落，yin mi de jiao
luo) becomes one of the biggest hits this
summer. The web television series that
premiered on iQiyi scored an astonishing 8.9 out of
10 on rating platform Douban, with 714 thousand
reviews. Along with the huge popularity of the drama
goes the recognition of its writer Zijin Chen. The Bad
Kids was adapted from the suspense ﬁction of the same
title by Zijin Chen. After the drama came out, the book
The Bad Kids, jointly published by Shanghai Insight
Media and Hunan Literature and Arts Publishing
House, sold more than 300 thousand copies in merely
a month. The book was read over 746 thousand
times on App WeChat Read. The author, Zijin Chen,
thinks that the Japanese writer Keigo Higashino is
his spiritual guide and his most reverent idol, while
some of his readers consider him as China’s Keigo
Higashino. How does Zijin Chen think of the drama?
What is the story behind the novel? Read our interview
with Zijin Chen this mid-July to find out more.
The adapted web drama is warmer than the
original fiction
Only a few days after Zijin Chen complained
that crime fictions are only loved by a few ardent
readers, he was pushed to the spotlight. Because of
the huge popularity of the web drama The Bad Kids,
many of the audience went to ﬁnd its author on social
platforms asking, is the plot of pushing someone off
the mountain ﬁctional or real?
Zijin Chen is a crime ﬁction writer, as well as the
prototype of the boy Zhu Chaoyang in the drama. The
novel began in 2013 when his wife got pregnant and
he started to focus more on the world seen by children.
He then started working on a novel with the genre of
adolescence, however quite out of the norm, the story
is dark and twisted version of the childhood. The plot
was so refreshingly new to him that he thinks even
after 10 years the issue addressed in the novel will still
be relevant.
When he started writing the novel, Zijin Chen has
quit job for a year. In 2012, he left his job as a product
manager at an internet company because he thinks the
job isn’t fun enough, and started his full-time career

as a writer. Adolescent crime was rarely touched upon
at that time, he reckons, so he wants to be the one
who starts it. His last book was Burning Ice, a novel
discussing the crime and love in the adult world.
Zijin Chen creates the story in The Bad Kids
because he wants to show to the readers, the inner
world of children is not just like a kid, like many
grown-ups usually think. The plot revolves around
the experience of three kids living in a coastal city.
They unwittingly witnessed and recorded a frightening
murder on their way out for hiking, and were therefore
caught up in a series of troubles. As ﬁctions are always
the reﬂections of reality, Zijin Chen writes the novel
with his own experience when he was at that age,
except for the crimes. Many of the experiences of
Zhu Chaoyang in his family and school have their
counterpart in Zijin Chen’s childhood. Like Zhu
Chaoyang, Zijin Chen was a very good student, often
ranking the 1st for test in his school and with a special
interest in learning math. Because
of his good scores and being a little
introverted, like Zhu Chaoyang, Zijin
Chen was suffered from the isolation
of classmates. Zhu Chaoyang was from
a divorced family, and in reality Zijin
Chen's family situation is similar to
his. "I understand the psychology of
children growing up in single-parent
families." he says.
Zijin Chen began watching as soon
as The Bad Kids went online. When he
ﬁnished the whole series, he posted on
Weibo acclaiming that the drama was
‘very good and satisfying’. He thinks
the drama is well-adapted, even better
than Burning Ice, which is the first
novel of his trilogy Kind of Reasoning
and his ﬁrst popular TV adapted work.
The drama version of Burning Ice
also received positive feedback when
it came out in 2017. When Burning
Ice was out, the sales of some similar
books were significantly increased
while other books did not beneﬁt. The
same thing happened to the book The
Bad Kids, but as the booksellers did not
expect the drama to be so popular, they
only have the stock of 15,000 copies
and they were sold out in three days.
Readability, not literality, is the
true priority
Zijin Chen graduated from
Zhejiang University majoring in water
conservancy (his pseudonym, by
the way, comes from his campus in
Zijingang, therefore meaning student
Chen in Zijingang), so he is a typical
"geek". Solid knowledge of math is
a big help in his writing of suspense
novel. Many of his inspirations come
from mathematical formulas, such as
the design of contradiction proofs in
Burning Ice, which is drawn from the
truth that Quintic Equations have no
numerical solutions.
When he was in college, Zijin Chen

read many of Gulong's novels, and wrote the horror
novel Zhejiang University Night Horror in Tianya
Forum, which was popular among many college
students in China. He also tried the genres of martial
arts, horrors and business conflicts. He began to
write crime fictions only when he worked as a fulltime writer in 2012. Talking about the reasons behind
choosing the crime fictions, Zijin Chen said that he
was using the perspective of a science student and the
mind of a product manager to write ﬁctions.
Although crime fictions belong to one of the
biggest categories in the publishing market worldwide,
in China the market share of original crime novels is
meagre. Zijin Chen thinks there is a lot of space and
opportunities behind this. "It's not necessary to be
top-notch, and as long as my works are better than
most people’s, they will be popular." Zijin Chen is a
very rational yet passionate novelist. His works have
tight logical designs, the plots exquisite, the layouts
compact and the endings always unexpected.
The great readability of his novels comes
from only the twisted plots but also a
compassionate view on human nature and
society. He is therefore categorized by many
as the "social school" of crime fiction: the
reasoning must be solid, but the novel is far
more than merely the logics; the reasoning is
a game of the brain, but readers always want
to read more about the story itself. The top
priority of a novel is its readability. Though
sometimes being criticized as having "poor
literality", Zijin Chen has his own point of
view, that being literary is not the only goal
of writing.
As a creator, Zijin Chen's day and night
is often reversed from ordinary people. He
always writes in mid nights, sleeps near
dawns and gets up at noon. Crime fictions
are so intricate that one tiny shift could lead
to a change in everything, therefore Zijin
Chen always faces the dilemma of turning
his stories upside down. For example, when
he was halfway writing a novel of 200
thousand words, he will start all over if he
finds something is wrong and needs to be
addressed.
Except for the popular trilogy King of
Reasoning, his another novel Low IQ Crime
is also published, in which he experimented
the mixture of crime fiction and comedy in
order to make more readers love the book.
The sudden popularity of The Bad Kids,
however, did not disrupt Zijin Chen’s
writing plans. He declined waves of
interview invitations and began his new
endeavor. What will become of his next
book? What story will his much-anticipated
new book tell us? Speaking of this, Zijin
Chen told us that the non-combative
mentality of many young Chinese intrigues
him. He would like to address the issue of
class solidiﬁcation and the growing income
gap in his next crime fiction. He believes
that crime fictions with a focus on social
issues will still be loved by the market in
the next few years.
（translated by Xiao Jianpeng）
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What kind of Chinese books "traveled" overseas?
什么样的中国图书能漂洋过海？
By Qu Jingfan，Dong Qi
China Publishing & Media Journal recently
collected key titles which were popular among
overseas counterparts for the first half of the year
from Chinese publishers, and then selected a number
of them to compile a booklist of 100 titles. The main
criteria for choosing these titles were their concise and
beautiful language and their lively and interesting plots.
By analyzing them in 3 categories, we will see some
of the specific characteristics of these good books that
“travelled”.
Simple and authentic writing has been most
successful at touching readers, and there are a number
of such works that made it onto the list: Meishun and
Changsheng, which tells of the lives of an ordinary
couple; Mao Dun Literature Prize laureate Xu Zechen’s
newest oeuvre Tales of Western Suburb in Beijing; and
The Life of Miss Zhu San, which lead us enter the lives
of Shanghai’s lower rung of society, are three such
examples. History as a subject matter can be found in
works such as Northward, Rest in the Cloud and Three
Lanes and Seven Alleys, all of which provide for a strong
sense of empathy and veracity. Innovative writing
technique can be found in the surrealist novel The
Messager as well as in the Inception-style experimental
novel Snow White's Résumé with its structure of
multiple parallel narratives. The documentary literature
The Silk Road: From Penglai to Rome, concerned with
the question of whether the Silk Road of the Sea
is overrated, is based on a multitude of historical
material and academic research, elaborating on the
historical impact of aspects such as the rise and fall
of cities along the Silk Road, trade links, ideological
connections, the contact between different civilizations
and cultural integration, which altogether makes for an
authoritative backing of this work.

In the Children’s book category, books displaying
regional culture have made for an especially interesting
appearance. Examples include The Ancient City of
Liangzhu about the Neolithic culture of the Changjiang
Delta; renowned Beijing author Ye Guangqin’s
first children’s book Uncle Mouse Work up Late and
Round House, which centers around Hakka culture
in the Jiangxi and Fujian area, allowing readers to
appreciate authentic regional culture while enjoying
the sheer pleasure of reading at the same time.
Touching and sincere is what maybe best describes
children’s literature such as the animal novel Little
Wolf Fenrir and I by Mongolian author Hei he; Xiaosu
and I, depicting the experience of girls in Wuhan
during the epidemic; and the tender story of My
Dearest Nanny about a young girl and her wet nurse.
Furthermore, there are many books in the category
of self-growth that deserve of attention, such as A
Summer with Pigeons by renowned publisher and author
Liu Haixi, Milly, Molly and Lily series, Cherry Village
and Wandering in the City. They not only provide a
narrative for children of different ethnicities, regions
and family backgrounds, but also help readers develop
self-awareness and a positive and optimistic attitude,
allowing for an inclusive integration into society.
On the non-fiction category, traditional arts
and culture display a unique charm in books such
as A National Beauty, which is a selection of 77
representative scroll paintings of Ancient China; My
Heart Belongs to Dunhuang tells the story of Fan Jinshi,
especially her work as an anthropologist in Dunhuang;
Great National Craftsmen tells touching stories of the
front-line representatives of technicians from several
industries; The Charm and Fashion of Peking Opera is
a well-rounded introduction to basic knowledge of

Beijing Opera; while Pure Light in Hand: A Journey
to Chinese Folk Art delves deep into the history of
thousands of years of exquisite handicraft in the regions
south of the Yangtze river and Western China. There
are also several cookbooks, including Chinese Recipes
and The Feast in Imperial Palace. The former infuses the
writer’s private banquet menu with traditional Chinese
table etiquette, while the latter depicts 80 little-known
imperial cuisines.
Many titles in this category focus on the social
development of contemporary China. Becoming
Shenzhen: 40 Years of Financial Reform and Openingup gives an insight into 40 years of the "Shenzhen
experience" and "Shenzhen wisdom"; while Made
in China 2025 series looks into technological
achievements of China’ s manufacturing industry
and Note of Poverty alleviation Cadres depicts personal
experience of poverty alleviation Cadres in China.
As a direct effect of the COVID-19 epidemic, books
focusing on epidemic prevention and control have
made a notable appearance too. Fighting the Epidemic:
Heroes as You Are is a collection of touching stories and
experiences during the epidemic of 39 people from
all walks of life. Prevention and Control of Covid-19
is aimed at dealing with the present situation and
developments of infection with the novel coronavirus
and targeted measures of prevention. Breaking out of
the Trend - Advice from 56 Management Scientists in the
Outbreak provides advice and suggestions for Chinese
enterprises to help themselves through the epidemic
by means of innovation.（Please refer to the page
F14 through F24 on the TOP 100 popular Chinese
books in 2020）
(Translated by Leonie Weidel)

Wang Wei: Pop-up books - the next leap

(Continued on F14)

王伟：期待立体书材质的下一次飞跃
By Sun Jue
Before 2016, pop-up books were more of a niche
art market in China. 2016 was the first year of a
new era, with the public’s interest in pop-up books
rising consistently, and pop-up books becoming an
important point of growth in the children’s book
market. Wang Wei is a visiting professor of the
Central Academy of Fine Arts and a famous master
of paper art design in China. In March this year,
a crowdfunding project Opening the Forbidden City
pop-up book in honor of the 600th anniversary of
the Forbidden City was launched by the Publishing
House of Electronics Industry on the Chinese
crowdfunding platform Modian. Within a 15-day
period, it successfully crowdfunded 3.42 million
RMB for 15000 sets of the book. The pop- up book
was designed by Wang Wei, who has been dubbed the
“No.1 pop-up book person in China”. Our reporter
interviewed with him recently.
An accidental start
Wang Wei said that from 1997 to 2016, he was
interested in pop-up books, but as he was not familiar
with the marketing side of it, he shieded away from it.
When later he became a professional designer, working
with paper art and spatial design, he still followed
the developments of this field, acquiring books from
outside of China as well. Even when Opening the
Forbidden City has turned out to be one of 2020's "hot
cakes", a balance between commercial aspects and art
has yet to be reached.
He said what he wanted to do originally was books
in the genre of cognitive development, books that

were slightly different. At that time, the craftsmanship
of most printing factories in Mainland China was not
up to his expectations. There were no other machines
except those for printing and binding. "Later, we found
a factory that did maintain special craftsmanship, they
specialized in the production of pop-up books for the
overseas market. They tested and produced some popup books, however in order to reduce the cost, we
produced books in small format. These books didn’t
sell very well." He summarized there were two reasons:
first, book sales at that time were done in a very
traditional way. Producers would not face consumers
directly and there existed a problem of the rate of wear
and tear of the pop-up books in the distribution process.
The second reason is that pop- up books consist of only
a few pages of paper, but the cost is comparatively
high.
Looking at a "bright future"
In 2016, three books about the subject of the Journey
to the West suddenly appeared on the market, all of
which sold well. At this time, the market for popup books in China really opened up. Analyzing the

reasons, Wang Wei thinks that designers had matured;
sales channels had done so as well, and readers began
to accept this format.
Ever since 2016, the market has been in good
condition. "Both designers and publishers are
excited, and thought they can invest in pop-up
books." His Silk Road and Three Kingdoms found a
publisher and he continued to work on both of them.
On terms of subject matter, the possibilities for content
are ever expanding. Currently there are a number of
books about traditional culture on the market, such as
the 24 solar terms and the Forbidden City. According
to Wang Wei, conceivable subjects include traditional
culture, world classics and science fiction. "After all,
only four years have passed since 2016. We have the
world’s largest group of readers here; we are looking at
a bright future."
Wang Wei acknowledges that we are lagging behind
overseas markets in terms of the free balance between
business and art. Pop-up books in developed countries
have reached a certain level, but current progress
is slow. Some artists aim at the market and try it as
an experiment, but don’t care about sales volumes.
Talking about the bottleneck that needs to be overcome
in the domestic pop-up book market, Wang Wei says:
"I always think that if pop-up books are waiting for
the next leap, it may be connected to the improvement
of material. In order to overcome the limitations of
paper-based pop-up books in terms of preservation and
curvature, while retaining the unique texture of paper,
perhaps we need to wait for the arrival."
(Translated by Leonie Weidel)
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TOP 60 popular Chinese books
中国六十种受欢迎的版权图书

(A complete booklist follows on page F15 through F24)

Fiction
Title
Meishun and Changsheng
Northward
The “Janitor” in the Forbidden City
Rest in the Cloud
The Messenger
Tales of Western Suburb in Beijing
Snow White's Resume
The Life of Miss Zhu San
Love, Heal and Redemption
Clouds from Hometown
Wake Me Up at 9 AM
The Silk Road: From Penglai to Rome
Love and the War
Myrrh Garden: Fifteen Real Cases
The Swords Come at My Command
Reading Notes of A Doctor
Wake Up Again
Flora Pictures of The Book of Song
Phenonmenon of Dust--a World of Collection
Love and Care for People

Author
MaoJianjun
Xu Zechen
Shan Jixiang
A Lai
Liu Liangcheng
Xu Zechen
Chen Danyan
Ren Xiaowen
Ren Zhong,Lin Yifu
[Canada]Zhang ling, Zhang Zhiren
A Yi
Gao Honglei
Ren Zhong, QiuMeixuan
He Wapi
Chen Zhenghua
Lang Jinghe
Ye Cheng
Lanziqihui
Mao Xiaowen
Wu Jieping

Publisher
People's Literature Publishing House
Beijing October Literature and Art Publishing House
Encyclopedia of China Publishing House
Beijing October Literature and Art Publishing House
Yilin Press
Beijing October Literature and Art Publishing House
Zhejiang Literature&Art Publishing House
Beijing October Literature and Art Publishing House
Fujian Education Press
Zhejiang Literature&Art Publishing House
Yilin Press
People's Literature Publishing House
Haixia Literature& Art Publishing House
Jiangsu Phoenix Literature and Art Publishing House
Zhejiang Literature& Art Publishing House
SDX Joint Publishing Company
Jiangsu Phoenix Literature and Art Publishing House
Shandong Publishing House of Literature &Art
Guangxi Normal University Press
Encyclopedia of China Publishing House

Children's
Title
Ancient City of Liangzhu
Milly, Molly and Lily series
Little Wolf Fenrir and I
Xiaosu and I
I Fight off My Mom with 32 Nightmare Goblins
A Summer with Pigeons
The Adventures of Marco Polo
Round House
Hi, Flower and Trees, We Have Questions
Uncle Mouse Woke Up Late
A Treasure Hunting Team Called Dragon
Cherry Village
A Crawling Ant
Advanced Giant - Great Technologies Changing the World
The Dreamer Lao Shengen
Chinese Children's Encyclopedia of Space
Children's History Encyclopedia Picture Book: The Silk Road
The Most Beautiful Retrograde--Dedicated to the Warriors
My Dearest Nanny
Wandering in the City

Author
Liu Bin,etc
Gill Pittar,etc
Blackcrane
Huang chunhua
Peng Yi
Liu Haixi
Cristina Làstrego,etc
Peng Xuejun
ShiJun
Ye Guangqin
Gu Qingping
Cao Wenxuan
Zhao Xia
Mi Lai Childrne's Book
Lu Mei
Lang Jinghe
Zhao Yang
Chen Ying
Huang Beijia
Wang Yongying

Publisher
Zhejiang Juvenile and Children's Publishing House
China Children's Press & Publication Group
Jieli Publishing House
Anhui Children's Publishing House
Jieli Publishing House
Shandong Education Press
China Children's Press & Publication Group
Tomorrow Publishing House
Guangxi Normal University Press
Beijing Children's Publishing House
Tomorrow Publishing House
Phoenix Juvenile and Children's Publishing House
Anhui Children's Publishing House
Publishing House of Electronics Industry
Qingdao Publishing Group
Encyclopedia of China Publishing House
Chemical Industry Press
Changjiang Children's Press Group
Qingdao Publishing Group
Fujian Children's Publishing House

Non-fiction
Title
My Heart Belongs to Dunhuang
Chinese Recipes
The Feast in Imperial Palace
Becoming Shenzhen:40 Years of Financial Reform and Opening-up
The Ancient Material Culture of China
PURE LIGHT IN HAND:A Journey to Chinese Folk Art
Note of Poverty-alleviation Cadres
Great National Craftsmen
Key Concepts in Traditional Chinese Medicine
Charm and Fashion of Peking Opera
Breaking out of the Trend-Advice from 56 Manage- ment Scientists in the Outbreak
Standardized Illustration of Chinese Decoction Pieces
The Next Station: Mars
Masters for the Masses
A History of the Third Reich
Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, Christianity and Chinese Culture
The Thirty Great Inventions of China
A National Beauty
Iconography of the Ten-Bamboo Studio Decorated Writing Paper
Tibetan Epic King Gesar in Thangka Paintings

Author
Publisher
Fan Jinshi,Gu Chunfang
Yilin Press, Ltd
Mrs.Dolly Chow,Huang Guoxiong Guangxi Normal University Press
Yuan Hongqi,Gu Yuliang
Chemical Industry Press
Xing Yujing
China Finance Press
Sun Ji
Zhonghua Book Company
Zhang Quan,Tong Jiaxi,etc.
Guangxi Normal University Press
Yang Yifen
The Commercial Press
Great National Craftsmen Production Team New World Press
Li Zhaoguo, Wu Qing, Xing Yurui Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press
Zhang Yonghe
Beijing Education Press
Wang Fanghua.Xi Youmin
China Renmin University Press
Chen Shilin,Lin Yulin
Shanghai Scientific & Technical Publishing House
Space craftsmanship
Publishing House of Electronics Industry
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TOP100 popular books with rights sold overseas in 2020
2020 年百种最受海外欢迎的中国版权书

Fiction

Meishun and Changsheng

《美顺与长生》
Author: Mao Jianjun
Publisher: People's Literature Publishing House(Jan，2020)
ISBN: 9787020152209
Contact: Ma Yuanyuan
E-mail: lisaipw@foxmail.com
Rights: All rights available
Meishun and Changsheng is a novel that grows organically from life experience. The story spans 20 years
from the 1990s to the 2010s. The author depicts the
daily life and emotional status of ordinary lower-middle class city dwellers in the Chinese megacity with
simple language that is full of details of life. It also
reveals the confusions that these people encounter in
the rapid changes of the urban era.

Northward

《北上》
Author: Xu Zechen
Publisher: Beijing October Literature and Art
Publishing House(Dec,2018)
ISBN: 9787530218655
Contact: Xie Yunwei
E-mail: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: Serbian, Iranian rights sold
It tells the centuries-old “secret history” between several families living along the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand
Canal with past and present as two clues. This book,
trying to connect different historical periods of the canal, explores the relationship between ordinary Chinese
and their country, the relationship between intellectuals
and their country, the relationship between China and
the world, and explores the important influence the
Grand Canal on China’s politics, economy, geography,
culture and the changes of the people’s mind. In this
sense, the Grand Canal is a mirror of China.

The Janitor in the Forbidden City

《我是故宫“看门人”》
Author: Shan Jixiang
Publisher: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787520207034
Contact: Feng Hui
E-mail: 55300812@qq.com
Rights: Portuguese rights sold
Depicting himself as a “gatekeeper”, the author Shan
Jixiang, former director of the Palace Museum, talks
about his efforts to make the Palace Museum approach the people’s life and protect the place to “leave
a magnificent Palace Museum till the next 600 years”.
As a tribute to the 600th anniversary of the establishment of the Palace Museum, the book is jointly recommended by three leading scholars. This book also
introduces the international exchange work of the Palace Museum as one of the five largest museums in the
world, as well as the interesting stories during foreign
dignitaries’ visiting.

Rest in the Cloud

《云中记》
Author: A Lai
Publisher: Beijing October Literature and Art

Publishing House(Apr,2019)
ISBN: 9787530219409
Contact: Xie Yunwei
E-mail: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: Russian, Ukrainian rights sold
After the Wenchuan earthquake in 2008, people in
Yunzhong Village, with thousands of legends, immigrated to the plains. The priest Aba in the village
became more and more uneasy because living people
were taken care of by the government, but the dead
people still stayed in the mountains and no one looked
after them. He felt sorry for them. So he went back to
the ruins and went to the door of each family, burning
incense and dancing to comfort the dead souls... Eventually Aba slipped to the bottom of the river with the
village. This is an amazing story about love and sacrifice, a story of a person looking for his own mission
and inner peace.

The Messenger

《捎话》
Author: Liu Liangcheng
Publisher: Yilin Press(Oct,2018)
ISBN: 9787544775090
Contact: Zhao Wei
E-mail: zhaowei@yilin.com
Rights: English rights sold
Set in Pisha and Heile, two warring countries in the
west without any official communication, this excellent fantastic fable centers on a story between Ku,
a messenger and famous translator fluent in several
languages and a donkey, which itself is said to be a
message. Ku was asked to deliver the donkey to his
hostile country thousands of miles away, thus the two
of them embarked on the journey. Together, they cross
battlefields and deserts, witnessing incredible happenings in life and death.

Tales of Western Suburb in Beijing

《北京西郊故事集》
Author: Xu Zechen
Publisher: Beijing October Literature and Art
Publishing House(Dec,2019)
ISBN: 9787530220016
Contact: Xie Yunwei
E-mail: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: All rights available
Tales of Western Suburb in Beijing is the latest short story collection written by Xu Zechen, who is the first
Maodun Literature Prize Winner among post-70s writers. Nine short stories—On The Roof, Round Wheel,
The Six Eared Macaque, Coming of age, The Unseen
City, The Dog Barks All Day, Prince of Morocco, If
A Snow Seals the Door, My Brother—are collected
into the book and tell readers stories about a group
of young man’s struggling life in Beijing Western
Suburb. Although living in a hard life, they never lose
their enthusiasm, and fighting spirit.

Snow White’s Resume

《白雪公主的简历》
Author: Chen Danyan
Publisher: Zhejiang Literature&Art Publishing
House（May,2020）
ISBN: 9787533960742
Contact: Luo Minbo
E-mail: 506769509@qq.com

Rights: All rights available
It’s the latest experimental work of the famous writer Chen danyan. The novel is divided into three
parts——Suspensory Filament, Mirror and Red Delicious Apple, which respectively tells three stories of
middle-aged people of Ben, Zhang Jie and Mei. Each
part has several sub-narrative clues like the movie The
Inception. These clues are like close-up shots that show
the circumstances, feelings, psychology of each protagonist and their relationships with the people around
them. The author also integrates the language of the
novel with the photos she took in her daily life, which
sets the fictional novel in a real background. Under the
gaze of the old time, the writer shows the middle-aged
people’s life.

The Life of Miss Zhu San

《朱三小姐的一生》
Author: Ren Xiaowen
Publisher: Beijing October Literature and Art
Publishing House(Feb,2020)
ISBN: 9787530220283
Contact: Xie Yunwei
E-mail: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: All rights available
This book includes six stories, the writer observes
from the perspective of lower-class citizens in Shanghai. The stories are about human nature, domestic voilence, loneliness and Ethical relationship. This book
shows the readers another angle of life in Shanghai.

Love, Heal and Redemption

《若不能相濡以沫》
Author: Ren Zhong,Lin Yifu
Publisher: Fujian Education Press(Jan,2020)
ISBN: 9787533486525
Contact: Chen Xiaohang
E-mail: 442332959@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
This title tells the story of a group of young people’s
journey of finding love and healings. They met at a
local board game bar, each carried with them rich
histories and wounds from memories. This story is
like a condensed picture of modern life in China.
It tells how material prosperity boosted by social
development makes people neglect their true feelings , and helps us all realize why it is important to
have a spiritual escape from the world we live in from
time to time.

Clouds from Hometown

《故乡的云》
Author: (Canada)Zhang ling, Zhang Zhiren
Publisher: Zhejiang Literature&Art Publishing
House ((Nov,2019)
ISBN: 9787533957902
Contact: Luo Minbo
Email: 506769509@qq.com
Rights: French rights sold
This book sets more than 70 ethnic Chinese writers’
proses and poems, which express their great affection
to their homeland, China. These expressions are in relation to the development of China in their views and
memories about their hometowns and their families,
and illustrate a series of beneficial effects from China
to all over the world.
(Continued on F16)
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Wake Me Up at 9 AM

《早上九点叫醒我》
Author: A Yi
Publisher: Yilin Press(Oct,2018)
ISBN: 9787544769839
Contact: Zhao Wei
Email: zhaowei@yilin.com
Rights: English, Korean, Indonesian, Mongolian and Swedish rights sold
The title comes from a Borges interview. It recalls how Hong Yang, an
illiteracy who has been simply considered as an outlaw, becomes well
known in the town by taking advantage of his violence and necessary
schemes, with the narrative of a hurried and perfunctory funeral. The
novel makes a scroll-type portrayal of the vanishing village and people
living in the village by virtue of him.

The Silk Road: From Penglai to Rome

《丝绸之路：从蓬莱到罗马》
Author:Gao Honglei
Publisher: People's Literature Publishing House(Jan,2020)
ISBN: 9787020158980
Contact: Ma Yuanyuan
Email: lisaipw@foxmail.com
Rights: All rights available
Penglai was a starting point of the ancient maritime Silk Road, as well
as the eastern point of the land Silk Road; and Rome, as the center of
Western Europe, closely connected to the East through the Silk Road. It
is the Western symbol of the Silk Road as a trade and cultural route. The
book is structured on the basis of the journey time of the Tang Dynasty’s
fast horses, describing the 13 cities along the way. It shows the historical
role of the Silk Road in the rise and fall of cities, trade communication,
intellectual communication, civilizational exchanges and cultural integration.

Love and the War

《宛平城下》
Author: Ren Zhong, Qiu Meixuan
Publisher: Haixia Literature& Art Publishing House(Nov,2018)
ISBN: 9787555016991
Contact: Zheng Haifeng
Email: haixiapub@126.com
Rights: All rights available
First novel written by a Chinese well-known actor Ren Zhong, it is a
story of dilemma during the “Lugou Bridge Incident”(Lugou Bridge
Incident was the start of Japan’s full-scale invasion of China and the
beginning of China’s War of Resistance Against Japanese Aggression in
1937). It concerns a solider meeting a girl by chance and falling in love
with her during the war. What choice would he make, chasing his love
or protecting the city?

Myrrh Garden: Fifteen Real Cases

《没药花园：十五个绝对真实的案件》
Author: He Wapi
Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Literature and Art Publishing
House(Oct,2019)
ISBN: 9787559408846
Contact: Luo Minbo
Email: 506769509@qq.com
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold
This title contains articles that analyze criminal cases with logical reasoning from the anthropological view. Most of the cases have drawn
great attention of society, or remain unsettled. The author’s Wechat official account has attracted millions of readers for her analysis of social
events with professional reasoning and concern of human nature.

The Swords Come at My Command

《剑来》
Author: Chen Zhenghua
Publisher: Zhejiang Literature& Art Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787533960582
Contact: Wang Yuyao
Email: 274187932@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
This is a novel on the theme of a fictitious world including Chinese
paladin and immortal, and the author is one of the most famous online
novelists in China. This novel tells a long story of a kind and honesty

person named Chen Ping’an, which includes his adventure and growth
experience.

Reading Notes of A Doctor

《一个医生的读书札记》
Author: Lang Jinghe
Publisher: SDX Joint Publishing Company (Dec,2019)
ISBN: 9787108064202
Contact: Sun Linjie
Email: lindasun77@sina.com
Rights: All rights available
This is a collection of the reading notes written by Dr. Lang Jinghe, an
academician of Chinese Academy of Engineering and a science writer. This book demonstrates the author’s strong humane care, as well as
the relationship between the dream and reality in medical studies, medical science and life, and also medicine and humanities.

Wake Up Again

《在南方醒来》
Author: Ye Cheng
Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Literature and Art Publishing
House(May,2020)
ISBN: 9787559446770
Contact: Luo Minbo
Email: 506769509@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
In this title, young Chinese writer Ye Cheng shares his own experience
of growing up in countryside and working in urban area. The essays
depict the urbanization of contemporary China, which evokes a series of
spiritual disorder and confusion.

Flora Pictures of The Book of Song

《野有蔓草——诗经植物志》
Author: Lanziqihui
Publisher: Shandong Publishing House of Literature
&Art(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787532959020
Contact: Liu Xiaodong
Email: 136658854@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
This was an essay collection to paint and describe the Flora of The Book
of Song. The Book of Song had more than 300 poems, half of which were
created from the inspiration or background of Chinese plants, so those
beautiful Chinese language often were not only to sketch, but also embodied the closed emotion and feeling. The book used the fine and perfect language to interpret flowers, grasses and so on, to let those ancient
Chinese name become vivid and interesting.

Phenonmenon of Dust--a World of Collection

《浮尘万象记》
Author: Mao Xiaowen
Publisher: Guangxi Normal University Press(Jul,2018)
ISBN: 9787559805638
Contact: Tao Jia
Email: tj@bbtpress.com
Rights: All rights available

This easy collection includes stories from history and written notes,
dealing with the cities in Middle Ages, ancient education, people’s emotion
and their marriage, the life in the palaces of noble men, the ancient law, the
religious life, the ancient business and the detailed history of the formation
of the theory of aesthetics and psychology and religion in people.

Love and Care for People

《医者仁心：中国医学界院士口述访谈》
Author: Wu Jieping
Publisher: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787520207041
Contact: Ma Lina
E-mail: 48341014@qq.com
Rights: Italian, Russian, Belarusian and Mongolian rights sold
How do Chinese medical staff practice what they preach as being a
dedicated doctor? This book features the interviews of 17 eminent
figures, either engaged in medical research or clinical work, including
Wu Jieping, Wu Yingkai, Ba Denian and Cheng Shujun, entailing their
education experiences, achievements in medicine and perception and insight in life, which are the best illustrations of being a dedicated doctor.
(Continued on F17)
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All Rare Birds

《所有罕见的鸟》
Author: Li Lu
Publisher: Jiangsu Phoenix Literature and Art Publishing
House(Nov,2019)
ISBN: 9787559440617
Contact: Luo Minbo
Email: 506769509@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
This is a short story collection written by Li Lu, a representative of the
“90s” Chinese writer. With talented narration, her works discuss death
and resurrection, constructing a characteristic world.

Addicted in Things: Yangzhou's Craftsmen
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The City within City

《城中之城》
Author: Teng Xiaolan
Publisher: Anhui Literature & Art Publishing House(Mar,2019)
ISBN: 9787539655239
Contact: Zeng Bing
E-mail: 8733178@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
It’s a full-length novel challenging realistic financial theme, the time
span starts from the Reform and Opening-up period till now, with 2
generations of financial workers as leading characters. It reflects the
brilliance of the construction and development of Shanghai Lujiazui
Financial City, and shows the colorful picture of China's contemporary
financial reform and development.

Into Space: China Manned Spaceflight Chronicle

《念物记：扬州手艺人》
Author: Mei Jing
Publisher: Jiangsu People's Publishing House(Jun,2020)
ISBN: 9787214231376
Contact: Du Jian
E-mail: jspphrights@163.com
Rights: All rights available

《中国创造故事丛书：挺进太空：中国载人航天纪事》
Author: Lan Ningyuan
Publisher: Henan Literature and Art Publishing
House(Sep,2018)
ISBN: 9787555906988
Contact: Wen Huijuan
E-mail: 2454101054@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

The book provides a comprehensive view about various traditional crafts
found in Yangzhou, which was once the most thriving city in the history
of China. Through extensive field survey, it meticulously unfolds the
history, evolution and challenges of these old crafts, as well as the real
life of the craftsmen.

This book tells the whole process from decision-making to implementation of China's manned space program. It vividly records the Chinese
aerospace science and technology workers with dreams in hearts have
stood at the forefront of the world’s science and technology, and made
great achievements with courage, wisdom and strength.

Trees and Houses: Wooden Architecture and Its Stories

Thunderstorm

《杂话建筑系列：树木与房子》
Author: Zhang Kequn
Publisher: China Machine Press(Dec,2019)
ISBN: 9787111640790
Contact: Song Ge
E-mail: michelle.song@cr.cmpbook.com
Rights: All rights available

This book, by analogizing to trees, elaborates major components and
decorations of traditional Chinese wooden architectures. The book instructs on relevant things such as founding base, column base, beams,
columns, roofs, rails, dougong arch, etc. Reading this pamphlet, you
can walk close to the unique creativity of ancient Chinese architecture,
appreciate its exquisiteness and dazzling charm, and explore embedded
historical culture and wisdom.

Road of Gulu

《古路之路》
Author: Chen Guo
Publisher: Tiandi Press(May,2020)
ISBN: 9787545555110
Contact: Gemmy Guo
E-mail: gemmy_guo@vip.163.com
Rights:All rights available
The author sets his eyes on the road of travel, the road to poverty alleviation, and the road to the future in Gulu Village, Yongli Yi Ethnic Minority Township, Hanyuan County, Sichuan Province, which is located
above the cliff along the Daduhe River's grand canyon. The villagers of
Gulu Village worked hard to improve the conditions of transportation
and travel, achieve safe drinking water and safe electricity, and create a
road to rural revitalization by integrating and harmonizing the development of ethnic culture and ecology.

《雷雨》
Author: Cao Yu
Publisher: Beijing October Literature and Art Publishing
House(Feb, 2018)
ISBN: 9787530217313
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: Italian and Russian rights sold
Against a background of the Chinese society in around 1925, this play
portrays the tragedy of a strongly feudal bourgeois family. Two families,
eight characters, and feelings of gratitude and resentment over thirty
years are the main threads of the play. While depicting family conflicts
and denouncing the rotten and stubborn feudal families, it reflects more
deep-seated issues of society and the times. The play features a cliffhanging plot, and concise and subtle language, and characters with their
own characteristics. It is hailed as the “cornerstone of Chinese drama
realism” and a milestone for the maturity of Chinese modern drama.

Hello, Anna

《你好，安娜》
Author: Jiang Yun
Publisher: Flower City Publishing House(Sep,2019)
ISBN: 9787536089440
Contact: Yoshiko
E-mail: yoshikouyang@163.com
Rights: Russian and Thai rights sold
With a period of young love as well as the life tragedies of two young girls,
the book explores the magnificent fate of 12 women with different identities
and unique souls in the three families, looks into wickedness and redemption, and cares for the spiritual picture of the present era.

Three Lanes and Seven Alleys

I Like That You Don’t Like What I Do, But
Can Do Nothing About It Series: Book 5

In the middle of Fuzhou city, southeast coast of China, lie three lanes
and seven alleys. These places are the cradle of Chinese modern civilization, since lots of great persons such as Lin Zexu, Shen Baozhen, Yan Fu
lived here before. Among these architectural complexes, various events
took place and influenced the society at that time. It is the memory of the
city and the time. The history makes it a fine story and the fine proses
touch people with all sorts of feelings.

The cartoon series tells the everyday stories of a proud and charming cat
named “McLord”, a stupid but adorable dog named “Pagoboo”, living
with their keeper Kiddo and his father. Millions of readers adore this
series, and it is a steady presence on the bestselling charts and has sold
over 4 million copies. The new installment continues the laugh-out-loud
style of the series, readers will be able to experience a richer and more
(Continued on F18)
joyful life in the book.

《三坊七巷》
Author: Lin Nabei
Publisher: Haixia Literature& Art Publishing House(Jun,2019)
ISBN: 9787556706033
Contact: Zheng Haifeng
Email: haixiapub@126.com
Rights: All rights available

《就喜欢你看不惯我又干不掉我的样子系列 5》
Author: Bai Cha
Publisher: People's Literature Publishing House Jun 2020
ISBN: 9787020162796
Contact: Ma Yuanyuan
Email: lisaipw@foxmail.com
Rights: Vietnamese rights sold
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Children's
Ancient City of Liangzhu

《五千年良渚王国》
Author: Liu Bin, Zeng Qiqi,Yu Jingjing
Publisher: Zhejiang Juvenile and Children's Publishing House(Jul,2019)
ISBN: 9787559715012
Contact: Zhu Jing
Email: 21183124@qq.com
Rights: UK, Australian and Japanese rights sold
This book is the first book on Liangzhu history in China, written by archaeologist. It reveals a 5000-year-old civilization, in three parts, water, city and
jade. The illustrators combine traditional ink paintings with cartoon style,
displaying a lively picture of ancient Liangzhu civilization.

Milly, Molly and Lily series

“米莉茉莉和莉莉成长故事”
Author: [New Zealand] Gill Pittar, Jin Bo, Gao Hongbo, Bai Bing,etc
Publisher: China Children's Press & Publication Group(Dec,2019)
ISBN: 9787514857535
Contact: Shen Lina
E-mail: guojihezuobu@ccppg.com.cn
Rights: Chinese-English, Vietnamese, French, and Arabic rights sold
This picture book series, jointly created by a New Zealand writer and Chinese children’s literature writers, tell the stories happening between the black
girl Milly, the white girl Molly and the Chinese girl Lily, who are from different ethnic and cultural backgrounds and become friends from strangers.
It enables young readers to learn more about how children of their age with
multicultural backgrounds live happily together. It could also help cultivate
their characters and healthy attitudes when they are confronted with the complicated social contexts while developing all the skills for growth.

Blackcrane’s Animal Novel Series: Little Wolf Fenrir and I
《黑鹤动物文学精品系列：我和小狼芬里尔》
Author: Blackcrane
Publisher: Jieli Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787544865814
Contact: Dong Qiuxiang
E-mail: anna.dong1217@foxmail.com
Rights: All rights available

A Summer with Pigeons

《有鸽子的夏天》
Author: Liu Haixi
Publisher: Shandong Education Press(Dec,2018)
ISBN: 9787570104468
Contact: Qian Feng
E-mail: 280598430@qq.com
Rights: Nepali rights sold
One summer, in Shanshuigou Street lived Haizi, a boy who dreamed
to own a pigeon just like his friend, Ermi. Haizi’s dream came true:
he got two beautiful pigeons, both with a black head and a black tail.
Haizi experienced unprecedented concern and joy when raising the pigeons, but also got a taste of worry and sadness because he accidentally lost his pigeons. Eventually, Haizi faced the difficulties bravely and
found his beloved pigeons.

The Adventures of Marco Polo

《东方大帝 / 马可 • 波罗历险记》
Author: [Italy] Cristina Làstrego, Francesco Testa
Publisher: China Children's Press & Publication Group(Jan,2020)
ISBN: 9787514855159
Contact: Shen Lina
E-mail: guojihezuobu@ccppg.com.cn
Rights: All rights available
More than 700 years ago, an Italian traveler Marco Polo came to China and
witnessed the developed Eastern civilization. More than 700 years later,
two Italian artists follow Marco Polo's footsteps and rewrite his adventure
stories to show young readers from all around the world the brilliant and
advanced civilization of ancient China.

Round House

《鲤山围》
Author: Peng Xuejun
Publisher: Tomorrow Publishing House(May,2019)
ISBN: 9787570802012
Contact: Zhao Xiujuan
E-mail: mandyzhao0531@hotmail.com
Rights: All rights available

"I" got a little wolf captured by the shepherd, brought it back to my camp
and gave it to a shepherd mother and fed it with a litter of newly born puppies. Little wolf grew up gradually and forged a deep friendship with me.
However, when the shepherd mother passed away, the wolf began to alienate the puppy that grew up with him and entered the grassland alone. His
life away from the wild since childhood has made him unable to become a
real wolf or identify himself as a dog. "I" decided to help the wolf learn the
ability to hunt and survive.

Round House is a kind of traditional Hakka house in the mountainous area of
Jiangxi and Fujian Province. The story begins with a ceremony called “all
teas” which is a local custom. On the first day of the new year, the ethnic
groups return to their hometown to pay respect to ancestors, taste tea, drink
wine and talk about life. A girl named Siquan, who came to spend the new
year's Eve in her relative's house in the countryside, accidentally walked
into the Round House and owned a lot of amazing experiences. Readers
will shower in the light of the history and the long-standing traditional culture and human spirit related to the ancient Round House.

Xiaosu and I

Hi, Flower and Trees, We Have Questions

Ruoxi is a junior high school girl whose mother is a chief nurse and father is
an engineer. The relationship between mother and daughter is strained when
the adolescent girl runs into her strong mother. However, with her grandmother's caring, father's understanding and her best friend Xiaosu’s companion, Ruoxi enjoys her life every day. The sudden outbreak of COVID-19
changes all. Ruoxi’s grandmother dies of the virus, while Xiaosu and her
family are infected. With the help of the medical staff and encouragement
from Ruoxi, Xiaosu recovers gradually.... Ruoxi overcomes fears and anxieties, becomes stronger and learns to be empathy, thus obtain spiritual and
spiritual growth.

There are many questions to be asked in the vegetable kingdom. How did
the first flower appear? Is there any relationship between wintersweet and
Chinese plum flower? What is it useful that we wing round trees with straw
knittings? Can we keep them from being cold?

《我和小素》
Author: Huang chunhua
Publisher: Anhui Children' s Publishing House(Jun,2020)
ISBN: 9787570707683
Contact: Gu Hongxia
E-mail: 43343304@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

I Fight off My Mom with 32 Nightmare Goblins

《我用 32 个睡魔怪打败了我妈妈》
Author: Peng Yi; Illustrator: Tian Yu
Publisher: Jieli Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787544864299
Contact: Dong Qiuxiang
E-mail: anna.dong1217@foxmail.com
Rights: Singapore (Bilingual) rights sold
This book is a sequel to the best-selling humorous picture book "I Fight off
Nightmare Goblins with 32 Farts" and tells a hilarious story about tutoring
children in homework.

《花花草草和大树，我有问题想问你》
Compiler: Shi Jun
Publisher: Guangxi Normal University Press(Jul,2018)
ISBN: 9787559808691
Contact: Tao Jia
Email: tj@bbtpress.com
Rights: All rights available

Uncle Mouse Woke Up Late

《耗子大爷起晚了》
Author: Ye Guangqin
Publisher: Beijing Children's Publishing House(Oct,2018)
ISBN: 9787530152393
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: Mylasian and Australian rights sold
This book tells the growth story of little girl Yaya, who grew up in the
Summer Palace. Yaya ran around in the vast Summer Palace, discovering
the world with curiosity. Her eyes are full of happiness and grief, joy and
anger…Along with Uncle Mouse, she walked her pet—turtle; visited old
woman Mrs. Song living outside the North Palace; composed her own
story by the river bank; counted birds with rural kid, Lao duo; pursued the
long-lasting charm of classical culture with Meizi from Southern China;
and saved the lives of the drowner in Kunming Lake… (Continued on F19)
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A Treasure Hunting Team Called Dragon
《神龙寻宝队》
Author: Gu Qingping
Publisher: Tomorrow Publishing House(May,2020)
ISBN: 9787570806287
Contact: Zhao Xiujuan
E-mail: mandyzhao0531@hotmail.com
Rights: All rights available

This series tells about the adventures of finding the lost national treasures.
The writing is exquisite and interesting, and the plot is full of attraction. It
is a new attempt of children's historical works, which satisfies children's curiosity and their dream of real participation in history. It enables children to
learn relevant historical knowledge and cultural relics while reading easily.

Cherry Village

《樱桃小庄》
Author: Cao Wenxuan
Publisher: Phoenix Juvenile and Children's Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787558417962
Contact: Wu Xiaohong
E-mail: 839469115@qq.com
Rights:All rights available
Cherry village is Cao Wenxuan's new masterpiece in 2020. It tells the story of
two rural children who braved the hardships to find their lost grandma.
In this novel, the light of human nature everywhere lights up the difficult
and strange way of seeking relatives. Young people in adversity experience
the nourishment brought by the vast and colorful real world. They are always optimistic and self-improvement, and learn to be grateful and cherish.
The goats and white geese along the way, with their distinctive and moving
chivalrous loyalty and bravery, become the powerful animal images in the
story, which endows the novel with more romantic characteristics.

A Crawling Ant

《一只蚂蚁爬呀爬》
Author: Zhao Xia; Illustrator: Huang Ying
Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing House(Jun,2020)
ISBN: 9787570707010
Contact: Gu Hongxia
E-mail: 43343304@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
This poetic and philosophical title tells a seemingly simple story with rich
connotation. An ant unfolds fantasy of becoming a variety of other animals
and thus having different situations. The ending of the story is surprising but
within reason. The ant returns from fantasy to reality, and the ant's expectation of the role of life also returns from "others" to "self", thus completing
the "self". The story gives children a wealth of imagination and starts them
on a wonderful journey of self-discovery.

Advanced Giant - Great Technologies Changing the World
《进阶的巨人》
Author: Mi Lai Childrne's Book
Publisher: Publishing House of Electronics Industry(Aug,2019)
ISBN: 9787121372438
Contact: Guo Wei
E-mail: guowei@phei.com.cn
Rights: All rights available

Chinese Children's Encyclopedia of Space

“中国儿童太空百科全书”
Compiler: The Editorial Board of Chinese Children's Encyclopedia of Space
Publisher: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House(Sep,2019)
ISBN: 9787520205504
Contact: Ma Lina
E-mail: 48341014@qq.com
Rights: Global English, German, Slovak, and Czech rights sold
As a set of original popular science enlightenment encyclopedias, the series
includes four titles, namely, The Vast Universe, A glimpse of the Solar System,
Flying into Space, and China Aerospace. Boasting over 160 themes, more than
800 knowledge points and 1000 pictures coupled with AR technology, this
series leads the young readers in knowing about the universe and space from
the view of China, demonstrates the development process and achievements
of aerospace technology in China and enables readers around the world to
have a deeper understanding of China’s technological capability.

Children's History Encyclopedia Picture Book: The Silk Road
《丝绸之路儿童历史百科绘本》
Author: Zhao Yang
Publisher: Chemical Industry Press(Jul,2020)
ISBN: 9787122366955
Contact: Liang Yulan
E-mail: liangyulan_cip@163.com
Rights: All rights available

This series of picture books tells the story of Mark Polo’s adventures on
the Silk Road and his life in China from his own point of view, recreating
the prosperity of the ancient Silk Road from three dimensions: technology,
culture and history. It’s not only a geography primer for children or a little
encyclopedia of the Silk Road, but a picture book for the popularization on
the history of science and technology development!

The Most Beautiful Retrograde--Dedicated to the Warriors

《致敬最美逆行者暖心绘本 • 等爸爸回家》
Author: Chen Ying
Publisher: Changjiang Children's Press Group(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787572105357
Contact: Gong Huajing
E-mail: tanyaghj@qq.com
Rights: English, Russian, Persian, Portuguese, and Korean rights sold
The work extols the heroic spirit of the frontline of the medical staff when
the COVID-19 epidemic is approaching, establishes their image of courageous forwarders who are full of social responsibility, and describes the
warm love and support of the heroes behind them, plant the seeds of social
responsibility in children’s hearts.

My Dearest Nanny

《我亲爱的奶娘》
Author: Huang Beijia; Illustrator: Wang Zumin, Wang Ying
Publisher: Qingdao Publishing Group(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787555286462
Contact: Qu Jingfan
E-mail: cpmjglobal@126.com
Rights: All rights available

The development of modern society would have not been possible without
the technological progress, this book reveals the history of technological
development from nothing as well as the gradual innovation of technology.
It enables children to both understand the technology principle and clarify
the path of technological development, so as to satisfy the natural curiosity
of children, and arouse the strong interest of children in technology as well
as acquisition of new knowledge.

This book tells the story of the growth of the little girl Wang Zi. As a little
girl, Wang Zi did not have enough living skills to deal with the difficulties
in her daily life. But in the simple and generous love of the nanny, she became a calm, strong and optimistic person. This is a different kind of book
of maternal love, a gift of love for growing children. The writer brings
readers to the towns of Jiangnan in the 1950s and 1960s with tasteful text.
The narrative is succinct, which shows the writer's superb writing skills and
deep humanistic care. It is an excellent children’s short story.

The Dreamer Lao Shengen

Wandering in the City

This book tells the story of a little girl's growth before she was 10 years old.
The author takes the dreaming girl Lao Sheng’en as an entry point. Through her
growing fun, she tells the childhood life where dreams, freedom and bondage
coexist, and also expresses her positive and inclusive education concept.

This book is a growth novel. It tells the story of a boy named Dami. When
he first came to the city, he met a thief Shugun. Two youngsters became
good friends and made a plan to "become stronger" through stealing. Yet,
instead of stealing, they had done a lot of good things. (Continued on F20)

《梦想家老圣恩》
Author: Lu Mei
Publisher: Qingdao Publishing Group(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787555290520
Contact: Qu Jingfan
E-mail: cpmjglobal@126.com
Rights: All rights available

《在城市里流浪》
Author: Wang Yongying
Publisher: Fujian Children's Publishing House(Jan,2020)
ISBN: 9787539570242
Contact: Wu Juan
E-mail: 945960473@qq.com
Rights: All rights available
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Fun Incredible Magic Science Set

Adoraki Series

This set consists of 2 books and a lab equipment package. With 27 science
experiments covering 7 subjects, the 36-page-books contain hundreds of
pop-up details and vivid humorous comic plots, as well as clear experiment guides and theory. The plentiful knowledge points are arranged with
the frontal STEAM teaching philosophy, binding with the safe equipment
package and 27 animation video courses, develop 8 kinds of ability of children.

It’s an interesting science fiction of Chinese mechanical hero for children
around the world. It describes the growth story of a 12-year-old boy “Mu
En”, who lives with his grumpy grandfather in iron town dump of the artificial intelligence era. He has a nanny robot and several good friends, who
formed a small army. They dream to become the champion of blade league
competition, and also look for Mu En’s mother who left him when he was
very young.

Dragonfly Siblings

Panda Hi

Once upon a time, there were two little dragonflies named Xiaoqing
and Xiaoting. They lived happily in the reeds. Their mother Meijing
was very brave and kind-hearted and always busy for environmental protection. She died not long after she gave birth to Xiaoqing
and Xiaoting. The happy childhood of Xiaoqing and Xiaoting ended
abruptly. They had to undertake the responsibilities of their mother.
Could they accomplish the mission?

Every child deserves a picture book about the real life of a giant panda. This
book is a true recreation of a captive giant panda's growing up experience,
narrated in the first person by the character "Panda Hi", with humorous and
lively language.

“不可思议的科学魔法书”系列
Author: The Irised Kingdom
Publisher: Anhui Children's Publishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787570706631
Contact: Gu Hongxia
E-mail: 43343304@qq.com
Rights: Traditional Chinese rights sold

《蜻和蜓》
Author: Lin Nabei
Publisher: Fujian Children's Publishing House(Jan,2020)
ISBN: 9787539571539
Contact: Wu Juan
E-mail: 945960473@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

Taking the Train to Lhasa

《坐着火车去拉萨》
Author: Song Zhuangzhuang
Publisher: Phoenix Juvenile and Children's Publishing House(Dec,2018)
ISBN: 9787534660344
Contact: Wu Xiaohong
E-mail: 839469115@qq.com
Rights:All rights available

“星海战神阿多拉基”
Author: Guo Ni
Publisher: China Children's Press & Publication Group(Feb,2020)
ISBN: 9787514859126
Contact: Shen Lina
E-mail: guojihezuobu@ccppg.com.cn
Rights: Traditional Chinese rights sold

《你好！我是胖大海》
Author: Cao Yuanyuan
Publisher: Sichuan Children's Puhlishing House(Apr,2020)
ISBN: 9787536594050
Contact: Wang Mozhi
E-mail: 360707430@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

Hidden Dragon Gifted School 1: Water Monster of
Dongting Lake
《“龙隐书院”系列 1：洞庭水怪》
Author: Fang Xianyi
Publisher: Sichuan Literature& Art Publishing House(May,2020)
ISBN: 28543388
Contact: Li Bo
E-mail: copyright_wy@winshare.com.cn
Rights: All rights available

The Book illustrates more than 300 knowledge points, such as the geography, resources, national culture, folk customs, religion, animals and plants
along the railway from Beijing to Lhasa (4064 km). The book introduces
the historic accomplishment for Tibet democratic reforms over the past 60
years and new life of the Tibetan people in the new period of development.

It’s a series of new Chinese mythology with a touch of traditional oriental
culture. This is the time of young heroes. In the Hidden Dragon Gifted
School where fairies, goblins and monsters appear, gifted children are
taught to enhance their power and skills, help the weak and little ones and
keep being righteous. There they also meet amazing elves, become true
friends to each other and trace back to the Chinese cultural ideals in their
adventures. This is just like the life of children and their teachers in normal
schools but more mysterious and full of surprise.

Liang Xiaosheng's Fairy Tales

The Perfume Shop of the Wind

It's famous writer Liang Xiaosheng’s first fairy tale collection, which is
suitable for children and parents to read together. Integrating kindness
and love, the book, which consists of ten short stories with ten wise ideas,
teaches children to be strong, brave, independent, and united. It is a wonderful book for children to read in their best age, preparing them for a
bright future.

This is a collection of stories by Qin Yingliang,winner of Chen Bochui International Children's Literature Award. In Qin's stories,which are always
rich in imagination, children can dance in the imaginary milky way, seeing
the stars spinning and the clouds changing, or slide on the monsoon travelling through the four seasons.

Happy Birthday! Mr. Octopus

《诗歌里的童年》
Author: Wang Yizheng, Xia haitao
Publisher: Shandong Publishing House of Literature &Art(Feb,2020)
ISBN: 9787532959457
Contact: Liu Xiaodong
Email: 136658854@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

“梁晓声童话”
Author: Liang Xiaosheng
Publisher: Shandong Education Press (Jul,2019)
ISBN: 9787570106608
Contact: Qian Feng
E-mail: 280598430@qq.com
Rights: Nepali rights sold

《章鱼先生过生日》
Author: Han Xu
Publisher: Jieli Publishing House(Nov,2019)
ISBN: 9787544863612
Contact: Dong Qiuxiang
E-mail: anna.dong1217@foxmail.com
Rights: Traditional Chinese and Singapore (Bilingual) rights
sold
Today is Mr. Octopus's birthday. A little spider brought a blueberry, the big
bear couple brought two pineapples, the little pig brother and sister brought
three pomegranates ... all friends brought amazing gifts. However, Mr. Octopus forgot to prepare birthday cake ... a cognitive enlightenment picture
book dedicates to children aged 2-5.

《风的香水铺——童话星工坊》
Author: Qin Yingliang
Publisher: Lujiang Publishing House(Jul,2020)
ISBN: 9787531064367
Contact: Lin Shuping
E-mail: 47792160@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

Children Pomes by Children

The book was a collection of children poem assembling reading, listening
and seeing, under paper and simple AI technology. Dozens of children created poems for themselves, naturally overflowing Chinese children’s rich
emotion, and focusing their colorful living. The poems’ biggest feature was
innocent childishness, talent imagination, natural pureness, and wonderful
poetry.
(Continued on F21)
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PURE LIGHT IN HAND:A Journey to Chinese Folk Art
Non-fiction

My Heart Belongs to Dunhuang

《我心归处是敦煌》
Author: Fan Jinshi,Gu Chunfang
Publisher: Yilin Press, Ltd (Oct, 2019)
ISBN: 9787544779548
Contact: Zhao Wei
Email: zhaowei@yilin.com
Rights: Russia, Vietnam and India rights sold
The book is structured topically, with chapters devoted to Fan Jinshi's
personal life including the influence of her study at Peking University
on her life and career, her work as an anthropologist in Dunhuang, researches on the Mogao Grottoes of Dunhuang both at home and abroad,
reservation of Dunhuang heritage and the Digital Dunhuang project.

Chinese Recipes

《优雅的中餐》
Author: Mrs.Dolly Chow,Huang Guoxiong
Publisher: Guangxi Normal University Press (Apr, 2019)
ISBN: 9787559808530
Contact: Yu Shui
Email: ys@shbbt.com
Rights: All rights available
This book first published in 1939 in Shanghai then reprinted 68 times
in Shanghai, Hong Kong, Tokyo and New York, the book has sold over
300,000 copies. Author Mrs.Dolly Chow was known for being a larger than
life fun-loving lady. She decided to commit her culinary knowledge to paper, so she infused her family's private banquet menu with traditional Chinese table etiquette and drafted it all into a book entitled “Chinese Recipes”.

The Feast in Imperial Palace

《故宫宴》
Author: Yuan Hongqi,Gu Yuliang
Publisher: Chemical Industry Press (Sept, 2020)
Contact: Zhang Rong
Email: liangyulan_cip@163.com
Rights: All rights available
80 little-known imperial cuisines are reconstructed in the archive, and
80 long-forgotten royal dishes are recreated, awakening the cultural
memory of “600 years of the Forbidden City”. There are also hand
paintings of national-treasure level tableware in the palace collection,
which carries 2,400 years of ancient Chinese culinary civilization. The
Feast in Imperial Palace, another history of the Imperial Palace.

Becoming Shenzhen:40 Years of Financial Reform and Opening-up
《金融改革开放 40 年：深圳案例》
Editor in Chief: Xing Yujing
Publisher: China Finance Press (Jan, 2020)
ISBN: 9787522003641
Contact: Wang Huirong
Email: Annie Wangwhr0830@126.com
Rights: All rights available

This book tells you 6 stories about 6 different financial institutions in
Shenzhen, which are the People’s Bank of China Shenzhen Central
Sub-branch, Ping An, China Merchants Bank, Shenzhen Rural Commercial Bank, WeBank, OneConnect. These fascinating cases of financial reform and innovation take on varied forms and routes but are all
brilliant icons of condensed “Shenzhen experience and wisdom” in the
financial reform and innovation over the last 40 years.

The Ancient Material Culture of China
《中国古代物质文化》
Author: Sun Ji
Publisher: Zhonghua Book Company(Jun, 2019)
ISBN: 9787101099812
Contact: Wang Ruiling
Email: lindawrl@126.com
Rights: Korean and Russian rights sold

The book includes ten aspects of material culture, including clothing,
food, metallurgy, etc. The line graphs presented in the book are drawn
by Mr. Sun himself, and many of the contents are introduced by him for
the first time, which can be of great value for academic research of related fields while being easy to understand for beginners.

《手上的朴光：中国民艺之旅》
Author: Zhang Quan,Tong Jiaxi,etc.
Publisher: Guangxi Normal University Press (Nov, 2019)
ISBN: 9787559819604
Contact: Tao Jia
Email: tj@bbtpress.com
Rights: All rights available

This book was made by the original creative team of the Life Magazine
to visit and compile handicrafts of various nationalities in China. The
book is divided into five volumes, depicting a very representative map
of Chinese folk art and a legendary history of Chinese folk art characters. The book introduces in detail dozens of exquisite craftsmanship in
Jiangnan and western China, and deeply excavates the spiritual world
of their ancestors for thousands of years.

Note of Poverty-alleviation Cadres
《扶贫笔记》
Author: Yang Yifen
Publisher: The Commercial Press (Jun, 2020)
ISBN: 9787100184397
Contact: Guo Chaofeng
Email: guochaofeng@cp.com.cn
Rights: English and Russian rights sold

The book is an easy-reading "note of poverty-alleviation cadres," comes
from the poverty-alleviation cadres, editorial director of People's Daily,
reporter Yang Yifeng's personal experience. Forging the people, stories,
emotions, feelings and thoughts into one volume, this book is the true
portrayal of the poverty-alleviation cadres going deep into the poverty-alleviation frontline, which is very encouraging.

Great National Craftsmen

《大国工匠》
Author: "Great National Craftsmen" Production Team
Publisher: New World Press (Oct, 2019)
ISBN: 9787510468063
Contact: Feng Yuemeng
Email: nwpcd@sina.com
Rights: Russian, Korean, Albanian rights sold
This book is a key exclusive program of News Center of CCTV. The
program tells touching stories of the front-line representatives of technicians from several industries. The book is a collection of the stories reported by this program. These dedicated workers focus on their careers
with great perseverance, holding the country’s development and the
nation’s rejuvenation above personal benefits.

Key Concepts in Traditional Chinese Medicine

《中医文化关键词》
Chief Compiler: Li Zhaoguo, Wu Qing, Xing Yurui
Publisher: Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press
(Nov, 2019)
ISBN: 9787513598262
Contact: Shao Lei
Email: shaolei@fltrp.com
Rights: France rights available
This book covers the very basic terms related to essence, qi, yin-yang
theory,five elements and visceral manifestation in traditional Chinese
medicine, providing simplified Chinese characters, Mandarin pronunciation in pinyin, definitions, citations as well as translation notes of 111 key
concepts in traditional Chinese medicine and culture.

Charm and Fashion of Peking Opera

《京剧的魅力与时尚》
Author: Zhang Yonghe
Publisher: Beijing Education Press (Apr, 2020)
ISBN: 9787570420551
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: All rights svailable

This book comprehensively introduces the development, genre, repertoire, costumes and accompaniment of Peking Opera. The book has 11
chapters, including "Chinese Opera before Peking Opera", "The Four
Great Huiban Classes and Peking Opera Groups Striving for Innovation", "Founder of Peking Opera", "Characters of Peking Opera". This
book contains 30 thousand Chinese characters and 365 pictures, full of
historical information.
(Continued on F22)
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Breaking out of the Trend - Advice from 56
Management Scientists in the Outbreak

Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, Christianity and Chinese Culture

During the time when the whole nation agianst the epidemic caused
by coronavirus, 56 famous contemporary management scientists have
made suggestions on how to save themselves, break through and innovate for Chinese enterprises, especially how to survive, how to turn the
corner, and how to improve the government's governance.

25 most important articles by Professor Tang Yijie since the 1980s,
dealing extensively with issues of Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism,
Christianity and Chinese culture.

《逆势突围——56 位管理学家建言》
Editor in Chief: Wang Fanghua,Xi Youmin
Publisher: China Renmin University Press (Feb, 2020)
ISBN: 9787300279534
Contact: Liu Yehua
Email: yehualiu@163.com
Rights: Arabic rights sold

Standardized Illustration of Chinese Decoction Pieces
《中药饮片标准图鉴》
Editor in Chief: Chen Shilin,Lin Yulin
Publisher: Shanghai Scientific & Technical Publishing
House (Nov, 2018)
ISBN: 9787533556075
Contact: Jiang Shu
Email: 69396162@qq.com
Rights: Japanese rights sold

Serving as the first standardized illustration of Chinese decoction pieces complying with the processing standard of Chinese Pharmacopoeia
in 2010, this book was put great effort in every step including site inspection, collection of corresponding plant, preparation of specimen,
processing of medicinal materials and subsequent shooting.

The Next Station: Mars

《下一站火星》
Author: Space craftsmanship
Publisher: Publishing House of Electronics Industry (Apr,
2020)
ISBN: 9787121381805
Contact: Guo Wei
Email: guowei@phei.com.cn
Rights: Traditional Chinese rights sold
Mars exploration is to some extent the meaning of exploring humanity. Starting from Mars Uncle Martin, traveling to Mars is an aviation
dream for every child and even adults. This book uses entertainment
travel writing clues to teach readers to explore space life science.

Masters for the Masses

“大家小书”系列
Author: Ding Zongyi, Zhao Puchu, etc
Publisher: Beijing Publishing House(Sept, 2020)
ISBN: 9787200125719
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: Rights sold to Malaysia, Japan, the United States,
South Korea, Lebanon, Sri Lanka, Kazakhstan, etc.
Masters for the Masses, meaning “books written by masters for the masses to read”, is a series of classical works that deal with various aspects.
The works selected into the series elaborate profound content with
simple and easy language, which perfectly represent the academic
achievements of the masters and enable readers to grasp basic understanding of profound knowledge. Each book is the crystallization of
human’s wisdom and demonstrates lifelong efforts and great talent of
the scholars.

A History of the Third Reich

《第三帝国史》
Author: Zheng Yinda,Chen Yang
Publisher: Jiangsu People's Publishing Ltd. (Jun, 2020)
ISBN: 9787214238719
Contact: Du Jian
Email: jspphrights@163.com
Rights: All rights available
Focusing on the inner logics, it provides keen insights into the systems
behind the politics, economics, culture, education, ethnics, society and
military of the Third Reich, as well as their key drivers. Covering the
life of ordinary people, as well as the trend of history, this book attempts
to reflect upon the history of the Third Reich using the oriental wisdom.

《儒释道耶与中国文化》
Author: Tang Yijie
Publisher: Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press
(Nov, 2016)
ISBN: 9787513581608
Contact: Shao Lei
Email: shaolei@fltrp.com
Rights: Bulgarian rights and Nepali rights sold

The Thirty Great Inventions of China
《中国三十大发明》
Author: Hua Juming,Feng Lisheng
Publisher: Elephant Press (Jan, 2018)
ISBN: 9787534796159
Contact: Wen Huijuan
Email: 2454101054@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

The book with the simple and concise language discussed the process
of its emergence and development, and explored its relationship with
social economy, politics, culture and people's lives.

A National Beauty

《国色》
Author: Liu Xilin
Publisher: Shandong Fine Arts Publishing House (Jan, 2020)
ISBN: 9787533078171
Contact: Zhao Ling
Email: 289561412@qq.com
Rights: Kazakh rights sold to Kazakhstan and English to India
This book selects 77 most representative scroll paintings of ancient
China and presents the details from the original works in high definition with wonderful comments. The book used interpretations
full of humanist care to dig deep into traditional Chinese culture
behind the paintings, giving readers a chance to understand Chinese painting and Chinese tradition, also spreading Chinese culture to the world.

Iconography of the Ten-Bamboo Studio Decorated Writing Paper
《十竹斋笺谱图像志》
Author: Nanjing Ten-Bamboo Studio
Publisher: Phoenix Fine Arts Publishing ltd.(Apr, 2019)
ISBN: 9787558059155
Contact: Shu Jinjia
Email: shujj@ppm.cn
Rights: All rights available

This book is a great assistance for those who are interested in Shizhuzhai Jianpu, a collection of traditional Chinese wood engravings, because it has the original texts, the explanations, and their translations
to English and Japanese. Exquisitely designed and uniquely bound,
the nearly thousand pages of the book contain more than one hundred classical works about different subjects representing the highest
realm of this art.

Tibetan Epic King Gesar in Thangka Paintings
《唐卡中的格萨尔故事》
Author: Jiangbian Jiacuo
Publisher: New World Press (Dec, 2019)
ISBN: 9787510469220
Contact: Feng Yuemeng
Email: nwpcd@sina.com
Rights: English and French rights sold

This book selects 130 poems of Wang Anshi, most of which are quatrains and lyrics. It also includes research into Wang Anshi’s poetry
and translation strategies with useful academic value. The title of the
book is taken from the poem “A Conversation with Geng Tianzhi”
“The myriad affairs of life are bird tracks in the air, why on earth
should you recall and recount them all.” The book divides Wang
Anshi’s poems into eight categories according to Wang’s levels of
enlightenmen.
(Continued on F23)
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Beautiful China - The Image Record of the
Clothes of Nation

《锦绣中华——民族服饰影像志》
Author: Fan Yu Folk Cultural Images Research Studio
Publisher: Shandong electronics audiovisual Publishing House
(Apr, 2019)
ISBN: 9787888578753
Contact: Liu Zhao
Email: 403401817@qq.com
Rights: Urdu rights sold
This project is the ﬁrst set of publications in China that reﬂects the whole
living state of the Chinese nation with panoramic, full documentary and full
image, and has extremely high academic and historical value. At the same
time, also has a high cultural heritage and cultural exchanges. It is the ﬁrst
large-scale ﬁeld work using modern digital recording means.

Fujian Tulou

《福建土楼》
Author: Yu Yiming
Publisher: Fujian People's Publishing House (May, 2020)
ISBN: 9787211083138
Contact: Wang Jintuan
Email: 63240132@qq.com
Rights: All rights svailable
Based on UNESCO's comments on Fujian Tulou as a world cultural heritage
of outstanding universal value, this book presents to readers Fujian Tulou’s
thousand-year history, unique architecture, community culture, rural life,
pleasant and unique traditional folk custom and so on. The book further systematically interprets the unique charm of Fujian Tulou, and helps readers
clarify the characteristics of 46 tulou in Longyan, Zhangzhou.

Rural Beauty

《美在乡村》
Author: Pan Lusheng
Publisher: Shandong Education Press (Mar, 2019)
ISBN: 9787570104772
Contact: Qian Feng,Wang Jinzhou
Email: 280598430@qq.com,389624782@qq.com
Rights: Nepali rights sold
Rural Beauty is a collection of the results of Pan’s research and surveys of
folk art in rural areas over the past three decades. Combined with the latest
practice and trends of rural development in China, the book presents the
author’s observation and thinking in such aspects as rural culture, village
protection, the craft industry, and farmer painting and reviews his understanding and suggestions on rural culture development and his obsession
with cultural nostalgia.

Holding up A Flower

《拈花意》
Author: Bing Xue
Publisher: Zhejiang People's Fine Arts Publishing House (Mar,
2020)
ISBN: 9787534076619
Contact: Xu Hanbing
Email: 234374753@qq.com
Rights: All rights svailable
This book tells the history and development of traditional Chinese ﬂower
arrangement art. It is rich in historical materials, showing Xue Bing’s style
of research and novel ideas. In Xue Bing’s words, ﬂower arrangement is not
just an art of life. He takes a deeper look at ﬂower arrangement activities
from cultural perspectives, and also reviews the value and signiﬁcance of
traditional ﬂower arrangement.

Textbooks for the Four TCM Classical Courses

“中医四大经典”
Compiler and Translator in Chief: Zhaozhi Cheng Jiaxu Chen
Publisher: People's Medical Publishing House(May, 2018)
ISBN: 9787117255523
Contact: Zhang Chenyu
Email: zcyzsf15@163.com
Rights: English rights sold
The Four Great TCM Classics are the quintessence of traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM);the fountainhead of TCM academic theories;the ladder
of TCM learners to success;the source of expertise for raising TCM physicians’ clinical level; the indispensable foundation for TCM to spread toward
the whole world.

Series of Chinese Traditional Craftsmanship

“中国传统手工技艺”丛书（共 4 册）
Author: Sun Xiaohua,Yang Jinfeng,Wang Xu,Shi Yali
Publisher: Beijing Fine Arts Photography Publishing House (Dec,
2018)
ISBN: 9787559202239.etc.
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: All rights available
This series includes Wong's Mount Skill, Costume Making Skill, etc, introduces the development, skills, procedure, materials, preservation of these
skills with words and pictures.

Atlas of Animal Patterns in China(4 volumes)
《中国古兽图谱》（共 4 册）
Author: Gao Yang,et al.
Publisher: Fujian Fine Arts Publishing House (Oct, 2019)
ISBN: 9787539339849 etc.
Contact: Zheng Jing
Email: 14350580@qq.com
Rights: All rights available

This series is a collection of animal patterns used in arts and crafts. After
sorting and processing,the series tells of animal patterns in a relaxed and
ﬂuent tone. The series introduces the animal patterns in Chinese past dynasties respectively, including the origin of animal patterns, the styles and
characteristics of animal patterns in the various dynasties and the application of animal patterns in arts and crafts, and so on.

The Characteristics of Chinese Cultural Spirit
《中国文化精神的特质》
Author: Guo Qiyong
Publisher: SDX Joint Publishing Company (Jun, 2018)
ISBN: 9787108061713
Contact: Sun Linjie
Email: lindasun77@sina.com
Rights: All rights available

This book approaches issues like the characteristics of Chinese cultural
spirit, life wisdom of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism, the management wisdom of traditional Chinese culture, features of Chinese philosophy, as well as the deﬁnition of guoxue (Chinese studies), etc., which will
be beneﬁcial to the studies on cultural awareness, civilization comparison,
as well as civilization exchange.

Historical Biography of Chinese Canals

《天下在河上：中国运河史传》
Author: Cai Guilin
Publisher: East China Normal University Press (Apr, 2019)
ISBN: 9787567588202
Contact: Xia Haihan
Email: xiahaihan@ecnupress.com.cn
Rights: Korean, Japanese, Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Mongolian,
Hindi, English rights sold
This book has witnessed Chinese canals’ spectacular reforms, listened to
their agony and ecstasy, and appreciated their magniﬁcent beauty. It can
be regarded as a historical record that comprehensively depicts the excavation, development and evolution of Chinese canals, a documentary that
observes how Chinese canal culture was born and upgraded from a broad
perspective, as well as a report that interprets the majestic and spectacular
signiﬁcance of Chinese canals in multiple dimensions.

5G Era - What Is 5G and How It Will Change the World
《5G 时代：什么是 5G，它将如何改变世界？》
Author: Xiang Ligang
Publisher: China Renmin University Press(Apr, 2019)
ISBN: 9787300268415
Contact: Liu Yehua
Email: yehualiu@163.com
Rights: Kazakh rihts and Traditional Chinese rights sold

This book gives a clear introduction to 5G's three scenes, six features, core
technology, global pattern, etc., and answers "what is the real 5G".This
book also makes an in-depth explanation of 5G empowering traditional
industries, and outlines profound changes in transportation, medical treatment, industry, agriculture, etc. Finally, the author makes a bold assumption about the opportunities and challenges facing the human society in the
post 5G era.
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Prevention and Control of Covid-19

26-Form Chen Family Taichi Boxing

COVID-19 is currently prevalent in China and even many other countries
around the world. This handbook aims to propose some prevention and
control methods against the infection of novel coronavirus. The book is
featured by the whole-process guidance on novel coronavirus prevention
and control at home, outdoors, or at workplaces, etc. It also presents many
scenario-based strategies and keyword queries, as well as the correction of
some plausible methods popular with the public.

Based on the traditional Chen Family Boxing skills, this book is a simplified boxing form, which is easy to get popularized. Being standard
in action,compact in structure as well as both hard and soft at the same
time.

《张文宏教授支招防控新型冠状病毒》
Author: Zhang Wenhong
Publisher: Shanghai Scientific & Technical Publishers(Feb, 2020)
ISBN: 9787547847862
Contact: Mao Qiaoer
Email: maoqe@sstp.cn
Rights: 18 language versions have been sold, 13 of which have
been published.

Precise Poverty Alleviation and intergenerational Mobility
《教育精准扶贫与代际流动》
Author: Chen Chunjin
Publisher: East China Normal University Press(Apr, 2018)
ISBN: 9787567572812
Contact: Xia Haihan
Email: xiahaihan@ecnupress.com.cn
Rights: English, Urdu,Belarusian,Uzbek rights sold

The book carries out in-depth analysis of education poverty alleviation in
poverty-stricken districts and counties, focuses on the impact of education on urban and rural residents' occupational and intergenerational income mobility, clariﬁes the features among the intergenerational mobility
of diﬀerent birth generations.

China, Say No to Poverty

《中国，对贫困说不》
Author: Huang Chengwei, Liu Jie and others
Publisher: Beijing Normal University Publishing House(Jul, 2020)
ISBN: 9787303258673
Contact: Yang Yan
Email: yangyan_work@163.com
Rights: All rights available
This book systematically expounds the important theories, key measures and
remarkable achievements in China’s anti-poverty battle from a theoretical
and practical perspective, summarizes valuable experience in poverty alleviation, and gives the important reasons why China can end poverty as scheduled and complete building a moderately prosperous society in all respects.

General History of the People's Republic of China (7 volumes)
《中华人民共和国通史》（七卷本）
Chief Compiler: Zheng Qian,Pang Song
Publisher: Guangdong People's Publishing House (Jan, 2020)
ISBN: 9787218141510
Contact: Huang Jiehua
Email: 7134249@qq.com
Rights: Arabic rights sold

《26 式陈式太极拳》
Author: Ren Tianlin
Publisher: Henan Electronic & Audiovisual Publishing House
(Sept, 2019)
ISBN: 9787535035578
Contact: Wen Huijuan
Email: 2454101054@qq.com
Rights: Sinhala rights sold

IBDP Chinese B Listening and Reading
“IBDP 中文 B 听读精练”丛书
Author: Feng Weiwei
Publisher: Sinolingua Co., Ltd. (Jul, 2020)
ISBN: 9787513819565,etc.
Contact: Zhen Xinyue
Email: zhenxinyue@sinolingua.com.cn
Rights: All rights avaliable

This series features a number of articles reﬂecting Chinese daily life which
were specifically selected according to the five themes stipulated in the
IBDP. By using this series, students can not only improve their Chinese
reading and listening comprehension, they can also gain a better understanding of Chinese society and culture to help cultivate an international
perspective.

Fighting COVID-19 Epidemic, Hero as You Are
《战疫，英雄有你》
Author: Chu Tianqing
Publisher: New World Press (Mar, 2020)
ISBN: 9787510470462
Contact: Feng Yuemeng
Email: nwpcd@sina.com
Rights: Russian, Belarusian, Kazak, Kirghiz rights sold

Based on the Chutian Metropolis Daily, this book focuses on the righteousness in the big epidemic, shows the tenacious spirit of the people of Hubei,
especially the people of Wuhan in the ﬁght against the COVID-19 epidemic, highlights the mutual help between people in the epidemic, gives prominence to the glory of humanity, and believes that Hubei and Wuhan will be
better after the epidemic.

Civilized Tour In Beijing

《文明游北京》
Author: Wan Anlun
Publisher: Beijing Publishing House (May, 2019)
ISBN: 9787200145410
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: All rights available

The series is China’s first multi-volume book describing the glorious
history of the People’s Republic of China over 70 years. Composed of
seven volumes, it comprehensively demonstrates the process of China’s
socialist revolution and the construction of socialism from 1949 to 2019,
revealing the exploration of the socialism with Chinese characteristics and
the inner reasons as well as profound inﬂuence of China’s great changes.

This series show the unique charm of Beijing as a historical and cultural
city from the aspects of ancient capital culture, red culture, Beijing culture
and innovation culture. The series consists of 10 volumes. It is based on
Beijing's unique human landscape and natural scenery, and provides a detailed understanding of the rural life in Beijing. The whole series of books
has important reference value and guiding role for the readers to deeply
understand the humanities, history and architecture of the city.

Has Man a Future?
Confucian

In Search of Peach Blossom Source: A Journey Series of China's Important Agricultural Cultural Heritage

—Dialogues with the Last

《这个世界会好吗？》
Author: Liang Shuming Guy Salvatore Alitto
Publisher: Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press (Jun,
2019)
ISBN: 9787513500845
Contact: Shao Lei
Email: shaolei@fltrp.com
Rights: Nepali rights sold
Conversations in 1980 between Liang Shuming, one of the early representatives of modern Neo-Confucianism, and Guy S. Alitto, a renowned American sinologist and translator of the book; Selects the conversations that best
reﬂect Liang's thought and experience, reviewing the social andmhistorical
events of modern China, along with Liang's reﬂection on his contact with
many famous people,e.g.; A good reference to the research and understanding of modern China in the ﬁrst half of the 20th century.

“寻找桃花源：中国重要农业文化遗产之旅丛书”
Author: Yuan Li
Publisher: Beijing Fine Arts and Photography Publishing House
(Oct, 2019)
ISBN: 9787559202888,etc.
Contact: Xie Yunwei
Email: xieyw@bphg.com.cn
Rights: All rights available

This book series includes 10 titles, Each book has no less than 100,000
words, with 100 pictures reﬂecting local agricultural production and life.
The author wrote the book as a backpacker in the agricultural heritage
site. The author tells what he saw, heard, and felt during the research process, and turned his research on the local agricultural culture system and
the wisdom of folk farming experience into a common language to tell the
reader.

